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INTRODUCTION 
 

European credit transfer and accumulation system (ECTS) – is a system 
of transferring and accumulating credits used in the European Higher 
Education Area with the aim to provide recognition, verify qualifications 
and educational components, facilitate academic mobility of higher education 
applicants. 

The system is based on defining academic workload of the higher 
education applicants required to achieve specified learning outcomes and is 
recorded in ECTS credits. 

ECTS Credit – is a unit measuring the volume of academic workload 
of higher education applicant required to achieve specific (expected) 
learning outcomes. 

One ECTS credit equals to 30 hours. 
Workload of one academic year for full-time study is usually 60 ECTS 

credits. 
Credits are awarded to higher education applicants after successful 

covering of the discipline and positive assessment of the achieved learning 
outcomes. Credit transfer and accumulation are facilitated by the use of 
ECTS key documents. 

ECTS key documents are: Catalogue of the Discipline (information 
package), Application Form, Learning Agreement, Transcript of Records, 
European standard Diploma Supplement. 

The list of grades for the subject reflects student’s achievement in a 
way that is generally comprehensible and easily perceived in different 
educational establishments. For this purpose it uses a table of grades 
correspondence under 100-score assessment system, a national scale and 
an ECTS scale. 

 

Table of correspondence of ECTS grading scale, national and KNUTE 
assessment systems 

 

Grade according to Grade 
according 
to ECTS 

scale 

Definition National 
system 

KNUTE 
system 

A EXCELLENT – excellent performance 
with few mistakes  excellent 90–100 

B VERY GOOD – above average with 
several mistakes  82–89 

C GOOD – generally correct work with a 
number of significant errors  

good 
75–81 

 
© Kyiv National University of Trade 

and Economics, 2016 
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The end of the table 
Grade according to Grade 

according 
to ECTS 

scale 

Definition National 
system 

KNUTE 
system 

D SATISFACTORY – not bad, but 
considerable amount of drawbacks  69–74 

E SUFFICIENTLY – performance meets 
the minimum criteria  

satisfactory 
60–68 

FX UNSATISFACTORY – certain amount 
of work has to be done before retaking 35–59 

F UNSATISFACTORY – serious further 
work, course repetition is required  

unsatisfactory 
1–34 

 
1. General information. 
1.1. Name and address. 

Kyiv National University of Trade and Economics 
Address: 19 Kyoto St., Kyiv, 02156 Fax: 544-39-74, 544-74-14 
Email: knteu@knteu.kiev.ua, http://www.knteu.kiev.ua 
 

1.2. Institution description (type and status in particular). 
KNUTE is one of the most prestigious educational institutions of 

Ukraine, accredited at the highest, IVth level of accreditation. Its history 
dates back from the Kiev branch of the All-Union Correspondence Institute 
of Soviet Trade, established in 1946. By the Decree of the President of 
Ukraine the University was given a national status in 2000. In 2006 
KNUTE joined Magna universities. 

Management of the University is conducted on the principles of 
autonomy and self-governance, democratic decision-making. The Quality 
Management System at KNUTE is certified according to ISO 9001: 2008 
(ISO 9001: 2009). 

The university is a leader in reforming the higher education in 
Ukraine, the first in the country to make significant updates to the content 
of education, wide-scale introduction of computerization, new educational 
technologies based on software and global information networks. In the 
higher educational institution is successfully developed integrated multistage 
education, the focus is on the international mobility of students and teachers. 

There was created a modern library complex with electronic support 
to readers, access to full-text electronic resources of international databases. 

More than 35 thousand students study at the university. There are 6 
faculties, including the Faculty of International Trade and Law; the Faculty 
of Economics, Management and Psychology; the Faculty of Finance and 
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Banking; the Faculty of Accounting, Auditing and Informational Systems; 
the Faculty of Restaurant, Hotel and Tourism Business; the Faculty of 
Trade and Marketing. There is conducted professional training of specialists 
in 43 bachelor and 47 master programs for the areas of domestic and 
foreign trade, financial system and law, customs, antitrust activities, enterprise 
economics, banking and insurance, accounting, financial control, commodity 
science, consumer protection, restaurant, tourism and hotel business, 
marketing and communications industry, etc. 

Among the graduates there are well-known public figures, heads of 
state and government authorities, organizations and businesses, scientists, 
business people, entrepreneurs. 

In KNUTE operate 28 research schools, PhD and doctoral studies. 
The University has a strong team of highly qualified lecturers and 
researchers, able to complete an assigned task successfully. The proportion 
of lecturers with academic degrees of doctor of sciences and PhD is more 
than 80 percent, among them – Honored workers of science and technology, 
Honored Workers of high school, academicians and corresponding members 
of Academies of Sciences. 

There are four specialized Academic Councils for awarding doctor’s 
degree and PhD. Was created a system of improving pedagogical skills, 
mastering modern forms of and teaching methods by the faculty. 

To ensure a high level of training students are functioning Center for 
European Education, Center for External Independent Assessment 
Preparation, Center for Education and Production Training, Preparatory 
Department for Foreign Citizens and Persons without Citizenship, Career 
Development Center, Centre for Distance Learning, Scientific-Research 
Financial Institute, Center for Technology Transfer, Business Incubator, 
Center for Pedagogic and Psychological Research, High School of Teacher 
Excellence, Institute of Higher Qualification, Center for Quality 
Management, Center for Preparing Instructional Publications, Training and 
Production Association, Legal Clinic «Center for Legal Protection», 
Scientific-technical Center for certification of products, services and 
quality systems, etc. 

Institute of Higher Qualification is a structural division of KNUTE 
which provides educational services, including ones of international level, 
to prepare highly qualified professionals willing to work in modern 
economic conditions and compete successfully both on the domestic and 
international labor markets (MBA programs, retraining and further training 
of staff). 

The material and technical base of university complies with international 
standards. Favorable social conditions were created for the students. The 
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university offers its faculty and students 2 dining rooms, 7 cafeterias, a 
medical center, laundry and other household facilities. Students can get 
free psychological and legal assistance. Students and staff are able to 
recreate their health at the recreation center (Black Sea coast). 

The university, in addition to the basic institution, consists of 6 
academic institutes, 9 colleges and 3 higher business schools located in 
Kyiv, Kharkiv, Vinnytsa, Chernivtsi, Khmelnytsky, Uzhgorod, Colomyja, 
Burshtyn, Zhytomyr, Odesa. 

Material and technical base of the University complies with international 
standards to support the educational process with computer equipment, 
software, laboratory supplies, etc. For students were created favorable 
social and household conditions, there are 5 dormitories, 8 cafeterias, 2 dining 
rooms, first-aid post, laundry. Sports base includes 2 modern indoor sport 
facilities, a football field with artificial turf, sports-grounds, exercise and 
dance halls. Students are able to demonstrate their creativity and talents on 
the stage of the concert hall which has 750 seats. 

Members of the trade union of the University have the opportunity 
to revitalize in recreation centers on the Black Sea. 

Institution provides free legal and psychological assistance; there are 
many scientific groups and professional clubs. 

KNUTE signed agreements with ministries, establishments, 
organizations and enterprises, including the Audit Chamber of Ukraine, the 
National Bank of Ukraine, the Ministry of Economic Development and 
Trade of Ukraine, Ministry of Finance, Ministry of Foreign Affairs of 
Ukraine, State Fiscal Service of Ukraine, State Customs Service of Ukraine, 
State Treasury of Ukraine, Anti-Monopoly Committee of Ukraine, State 
Finance Inspection of Ukraine, Pension Fund of Ukraine, commercial banks, 
chambers of commerce, retail chains, insurance companies, advertising 
agencies and other institutions. 

University is a member of the prestigious international organizations: 
International Association of Universities, University Agency of Francophonie, 
International Society of Commodity Scientists and Technologists, 
Association of Leading University Higher Business Schools, European 
Association for International Education, International Association of 
higher and secondary specialized educational institutions of trade and 
consumer cooperation, World Association for Recreation. There were 
established and maintained close relations with more than 100 universities, 
international centers and institutions in more than 30 countries. There is 
conducted an exchange of teaching staff, students, are carried out 
international projects concerning higher education, improving educational 
programs of various levels of training and retraining of specialists. 
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1.3. Academic bodies. 
 
Mazaraki 
Anatoliy 
 
 
 
Prytulska 
Natalia 
 
Shapoval 
Svitlana 
 
Melnichenko 
Svitlana 
 
Sai 
Valeriy 
 
 
Shapoval 
Leonid 

Rector, Doctor of Sciences (Economics), Professor, 
Academician of the National Academy of Educational 
Sciences of Ukraine, Honored Worker of Science 
and Technology of Ukraine 
 
First Vice-Rector for Scientific-Pedagogical Work, 
Doctor of Technical Sciences, Professor 
 
Vice-Rector for Scientific-Pedagogical Work, PhD 
in Technical Sciences, Associate Professor 
 
Vice-Rector for Scientific Work, Doctor of Sciences 
(Economics), Professor 
 
Vice-Rector for Scientific-Pedagogical Work and 
International Relations, PhD in Economics, Associate 
Professor, Protocol Advisor of I rank 
 
Vice-Rector for Administrative and Economic Work 

 
1.4. Academic calendar. 

Start of academic classes – 1 September.  
End of classes – 30 June. 
Educational process is carried out by semesters. 
Duration of semesters, practical training, examination sessions, 

certification, and vacation is determined by the schedule of educational 
process for each year. 
 
1.5. The list of available academic programs.  
 

Key and Title 
Branch 

of Knowledge 

Specialty 
(major) 

Specialty of Educative 
Degree «Bachelor» 

Specialty 
of Educative Degree 

«Master» 
03 

Liberal Arts 
035 

Philology 
Translation – English 

language 
– 

Economic Cybernetics Economic 
Cybernetics 

05 
Social and 

behavioural 
sciences 

051 
Economics 

International 
Economics  

International 
Economics 
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Continuation of the table  
Key and Title 

Branch 
of Knowledge 

Specialty 
(major) 

Specialty of Educative 
Degree «Bachelor» 

Specialty 
of Educative Degree 

«Master» 
Economics 

of enterprise  
   

Economic safety 
of enterprise 

Economics 
of enterprise 

 

Finance of enterprise  

Financial 
management  

053 
Psychology 

Psychology Psychology 

International business  
International trade 

 

056 
International 

economic 
relations  

International marketing

International 
business 

06 Journalism 061 
Journalism 

Advertising and Public 
Relations 

Advertising 

Accounting 
and taxation  

Accounting 
and taxation 

Financial control Financial control  
Auditing activity 

071 

Auditing activity Financial analytics  
State finance  

Banking  
State finance 

State treasury Banking  
State finance State finance 

072 
Finance, 

banking and 
insurance  

Insurance Insurance 
Management of foreign 

economic activity 
Management 

of foreign economic 
activity 

Management 
of organizations  

Management 
of organizations 

Trade management Trade management 
Personnel management Personnel 

management 
Hotel and restaurant 

management  
Hotel and restaurant 

management 
Tourism management Tourism 

management 
 Management of 

investment activity  

07 
Management and 
Administration  

 

073 
Management 

 

 Management of 
innovation activity 
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The end of the table 
Key and Title 

Branch 
of Knowledge 

Specialty 
(major) 

Specialty of Educative 
Degree «Bachelor» 

Specialty 
of Educative Degree 

«Master» 
Public management 
and administration 

074 
Public 

management 
and 

administration 

Public management 
and administration 

Management 
in sphere of economic 

competition 
Marketing Marketing 075 

Marketing Advertising Advertising 

Wholesale and retail 
Trade 

Organization 
of wholesale 

and retail trade 
Merchandising and 

commercial logistics 
Merchandising and 

commercial logistics 
Merchandising and 

organization of external 
trade 

Merchandising 
and organization 
of external trade 

Customs Customs 

 

076 
Entrepreneurs

hip, trade 
and exchange 

activities 

Goods safety and 
quality management 

Goods safety and 
quality management

Commercial law Commercial law 
Financial law Financial law 
Legal support 

of entrepreneurial 
activity security 

Legal support 
of entrepreneurial 
activity security 

081 
Law 

Civil law and trial Civil law and trial 

08 
Law 

082 
International law International law International law 

121 
Software 

engineering  
Software engineering – 

12 
Information 
technologies  

122 
Computer 

sciences and 
information 
technologies  

Computer sciences and 
information 
technologies 

Computer sciences 
and information 

technologies 

18 
Manufacturing 

and technologies 

181 
Food 

technologies 
Restaurant technologies Restaurant 

technologies 

Hotel and restaurant 
business  

241 
Hotel and 
restaurant 
business 

Hotel and restaurant 
business International hotel 

business 
International tourism 

business 

24 
Service sector 

242 
Tourism Tourism 

Health resort business 
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1.6. Admission requirements, including language policy and registration 
procedure. 

Data on entrance tests and terms of admission to study for the degree 
of bachelor, master, specialist academic level is available at the website of 
Kyiv National University of Trade and Economics: https://www.knteu.kiev.ua/ 
blog/read/?pid=4936&uk 
 
1.7. Mechanisms for credit mobility and prior learning recognition 
(formal and informal). 

Definition of credit mobility and prior learning is conducted under 
the Law of Ukraine «On Education», the Law of Ukraine «On Higher 
Education», Regulations on the procedure of realizing the right for 
academic mobility, Provisions on the organization of educational process 
to obtain the first (bachelor) and second (master) degrees of higher 
education at KNUTE, Regulations on the procedure realizing the right for 
academic mobility at KNUTE, agreements on education in terms of 
academic mobility. 

The basis of determining credit mobility make these basic documents: 
– course catalogue; 
– learning agreement; 
– academic transcript; 
– certificate of educational practice. 
Under the terms of credit mobility a student gets transfer of all 

credits he/she obtained outside the main educational institution and which 
are the components of the educational program.  
 
1.8. Policy of ECTS credits distribution (institutional credit framework). 

Distribution of ECTS credits is based on the official length of 
training program cycle and is defined by the curriculum. 

KNUTE distributes credits among academic disciplines independently. 
Credits are distributed to all the disciplines covered by the student, 
practical training, completion of final qualifying projects (assignments), 
certification. Credits are awarded only after completion of the discipline 
and on condition of successful completion of one of the final control types. 

 
1.9. Mechanisms of academic management. 

Mechanisms of academic management at KNUTE are defined as: 
– Provisions on the organization of educational process to obtain the 

first (bachelor) and second (master) degrees of higher education at 
KNUTE; 

– Provisions on the system of evaluating the success of applicants 
seeking «bachelor», «master» higher education degrees at KNUTE; 
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– Provisions on individual student curriculum at KNUTE; 
– Provisions on the organization of completion and public presentation 

of term papers (projects) at KNUTE; 
– Provisions on conducting student practical training at KNUTE; 
– Provisions on distance learning at KNUTE; 
– Provisions on the procedure for realizing the right for academic 

mobility at KNUTE. 
 
 
2. Resources and facilities. 
2.1. Students’ chair of Human Resources department. 

In Students’ chair of Human Resources department identification 
records, education documents, work record books of students studying 
at KNUTE are kept. The main tasks of Students’ chair staff are: 
1) timely inclusion of current changes in identification records; 
2) keeping documents in order; 
3) providing information on writing requests of any institutions; 
4) providing information to students, explanation as for the labour Law 

Code of Ukraine; 
5) providing Xerox services to students. 
 
2.2 Accommodation/housing conditions. 

On the territory of the campus there are four dormitories, situated  
5-minute walk from the main academic building and a 15-minute walk 
from metro stations «Lisova» and «Chernihivska». 

The city center (Khreschatyk Str.) can be reached in 30 minutes. 
There’s a forest park zone and Kyoto Park near the university. 

Rooms in the dormitory are for 2, 3, 4, 5, 6 beds, with bathrooms, 
kitchens on each floor and centralized laundry. 

Students from other cities get housing in dormitories in case if free 
rooms are available upon application from faculties by order of the Rector. 
The university and the student conclude a contract on the right of residence 
in the student dormitory, which establishes the rights and duties and 
responsibilities of the parties for compliance and enforcement. 

Foreign students live in dormitories number 2 and 4. 
 
Dormitories addresses: 

•  № 1 – 8 D.Miliutenko st., Kyiv, 02156;  
Tel. (044) 531-49-06, (044) 531-49-05; 

•  № 2 – 6 D.Miliutenko st., Kyiv, 02156; 
Tel. (044) 531-48-91, (044) 519-37-41, (044) 513-11-82; 
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•  № 3 – 2 M.Mateiuka st., Kyiv, 02156; 
Tel. (044) 531-49-28, (044) 513-13-32; 

•  № 4 – 2-a M.Mateiuka st., Kyiv, 02156; 
Tel. (044) 531-47-62, (044) 531-47-99. 

• 23 Lobachevskogo st., Kyiv, 02090;  
Tel. (044) 574-15-46, 574-16-83 
 

2.3. Catering. 
The University has three modern canteens in buildings B, D and E, 

where there is an opportunity to take quality, inexpensive and balanced 
meals. In particular, the cafe-restaurant «Venice» (Building B) serves 
Italian cuisine. 

The average cost of breakfast in the canteen of the University is from 
15 to 20 UAH; lunch – from 25 to 35 UAH. 

Every day in all academic buildings work cafes, where it is possible 
to buy own-produced foods: main dishes (over 15 types), side dishes (over 
10 types), cold dishes (over 12 types), hot and cold drinks, fresh pastries 
and desserts, produced in our own confectionery shop (over 35 species). 
In academic buildings, dormitories operate vending machines with hot and 
cold drinks, confectionery. 

 
2.4. The cost of accommodation. 

The cost of accommodation is 279-330 UAH per month (depending 
on the number of persons living in the room). 

 
2.5. Financial support of students. 

Full-time students, who are studying on state cost, are once a 
semester is allocated a scholarship following their results in studying and 
academic success.  

The size of scholarship is arranged by the Cabinet of Ministers 
of Ukraine. All first-year students receive minimal academic scholarship 
in the first semester. 

Students of privileged categories (orphans, disabled people, students, 
who have children, students from needy families, suffered from Chernobyl 
Disaster) receive social scholarships. 

For excellence in studying, taking part in scientific and public work 
university students may be allocated personal academic scholarship of KNUTE 
and personalised academic scholarships of The President of Ukraine, 
Verkhovna Rada (Supreme Council) of Ukraine, Cabinet of Ministers 
of Ukraine, Kyiv City Head. 

For success in studying, participation in scientific, public and sport 
activity students may be encouraged with valuable presents and monetary 
rewards as well. 
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To raise the living standards of students from less encouraged social 
stratums they can be given monetary assistance. 

Allocation and payment of scholarship to students, who are foreign 
citizens and people without citizenship, is done according to Ukraine’s 
international agreements and The Cabinet of Ministers’ acts.  

To students, studying on contracts signed between university and 
physical or legal entity, scholarship can be paid at the expense of these 
persons, if it is foreseen in contract. 
 
2.6. Medical services. 

On campus operates first aid post where work a general practitioner, 
a nurse and 2 nurse practitioners who receive students, perform immuni-
zations, handle procedures, conduct health education work.  

Medical treatment of foreign citizens temporarily residing on the 
territory of Ukraine is carried out in public and municipal health facilities 
at their own expense including health insurance contracts with Ukrainian 
insurers. 

 
2.7. Insurance. 

Medical assistance is given to foreigners or persons without 
citizenship according to the rules, written in the Legislation of Ukraine.  

Provision of medical assistance to foreign citizens is carried out 
according to the Order of providing medical assistance to foreigners and 
people without citizenship, who temporary live on the territory of Ukraine, 
approved by the Cabinet of Ministers of Ukraine act from the 22nd of June 
2011 № 667 and article 44 of the Law of Ukraine «On insurance».  

Foreigners and persons without citizenship can apply for medical 
assistance, including emergency, to any state or municipal medical care 
establishment. 

Payment of medical assistance cost, including emergency, is carried 
out by foreigners or persons without citizenship in case of deficiency 
of insurance contracts and insurer, if a foreigner has a proper insurance 
contract.  

If necessary, the university helps to obtain medical insurance card for 
providing medical assistance. 

 
2.8. Opportunities for students with disabilities and special needs. 

KNUTE has created favorable conditions for studying, comfortable 
stay and accommodation of students with special needs. 

Access for students with special needs, including those in wheelchairs 
to areas of higher education, dormitories has been provided: 
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– Building A is equipped with an elevator and lifting platforms for people 
with special needs; 

– Building D, the congress-hall (building C), dormitories № 2, 4 have 
ramps for wheelchairs; 

− in dormitories № 2, 4 there are specially equipped rooms for people with 
handcuffed physical capacities (toilet and bathroom with special 
handholds); 

− staircase flights are equipped with handholds; 
− lift call-button, light switchers in the university are placed on accessible 

for seated man level. 
Students with special needs regularly receive welfare assistance from 

Rector’s office to supply their social adaptation psychological assistance 
of practical psychologists is given. 

For some categories of students on the base of rules and regulatory 
acts for obtaining state subsidy and guaranty social scholarships are 
granted. They are paid to: 
− orphan students and those, who are left without parents’ care, and also to 

those students, who were left without parents at the age from 18 to 23 during 
studying; 

− students from the number of those, who according to The Law of 
Ukraine «On the state and social protection of the citizens, who were 
injured due to Chernobyl Disaster», welfare assistance to obtain the 
scholarship is guaranteed; 

− students, who are disabled children and disabled of the І–ІІІ groups; 
− students, who have sight and hearing disabilities; 
− students, who have families with children and in which both from the couple 

or mother (father) are studying at university on full-time department; 
−  students who are permanent residents of settlements which were given 

the status of the mountain ones; 
− students from among the soldiers, which were equated to invalids of war; 
− students from among those that were part of the military divisions that 

by the decision of relevant authorities were directed for peacekeeping 
missions or business trips to the states with fighting activities. 

 
2.9. Learning facilities. 

Library of KNUTE is a research, information, educational, cultural 
and educational structural unit with comprehensive funds of documents. 
The main purpose of library’s activity is to actively promote the 
development and implementation of advanced learning technologies, 
creating conditions for effective scientific and educational process. The 
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administration of the university assists in broadening the informational 
resources in the library, creation availability and convenience in using the 
book funds. During 2015 book funds of the library were enriched with 
actual, modern publications on economics, finance, management, business, 
law, socio-political, informational systems and technologies, and also 
periodical press, methodical and informational materials, publications 
of KNUTE (textbooks, handbooks, methodical recommendations and 
instructions on studying disciplines). Now book fund counts over 1,435 million 
printed publications from different branches of knowledge – textbooks, 
handbooks, scientific and additional literature. Annual increase of library’s 
documents fund makes up nearly 12,000 exemplars, purchasing of periodicals 
form Ukraine and foreign countries makes up 200 items.  

Library has modern technical facilities and resources. There were 
installed 97 computers and 3 powerful servers, were created necessary 
conditions for effective readers service, arrangement of documents funds, 
electronic catalogues, document exhibitions. There is free Wi-Fi connection 
to educational resources in the Internet. 

To library users’ service there are 6 reading-halls, 7 lending libraries, 
multimedia library, foreign literature hall, cards and electronic catalogues 
hall, new literature hall, MBA, special sectors such as methodological 
sector of KNUTE, dissertation and dissertation abstracts sector. 

All work processes in the library are computerised: documents’ funds 
compilation, scientific elaboration of documents, outgiving of the documents 
to users, search for the documents in electronic catalogues, etc. For signing 
up and using the library there is an electronic signature (PIN-CODE) 
in reader’s electronic form. 

Media library provides information services in all areas of learning 
and research work of the university and promotes the use of Internet 
resources as educational potential. For the users is available fund of 
multimedia documents of educational and cognitive importance on 
different media (CD and DVD-discs, video-cassettes, etc.). Is being formed 
a full-text database of electronic textbooks and programs, methodical 
recommendations and works of KNUTE teachers. Also in the multimedia 
library was offered free access to the websites of national and foreign 
libraries, electronic information resources of Ukraine and foreign countries, 
international projects. Media library is equipped with modern computers 
connected to the Internet. 
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Media library allows reviewing and copying documents in electronic 
full-text form (if necessary). Equipped with 20 computers, devices for 
reading CD- and DVD-ROMs, and contains a database of electronic 
textbooks, curricula and other information sources. 

Media library, in addition to full-text databases on the Internet, 
is supplied with collections of documents in electronic form. Network local 
resources (learning-methodical editions) make up 3,496 copies. Documents 
on removable media make up 2,244 copies. Media library conducts 
monthly electronic informing of KNUTE structural units on new receipts 
and text databases. The university library has access to electronic databases 
of documents: 
• ABIS (UFD/Library) 
• Full text base of information resource of the company EBSCO PUBLISHING. 
• Full text document base Publishing House «Hrebennikov» (grebennikov.ru). 
• Russian scientific electronic library (e-library.ru). 
• Database of economics and law (Polpred.com). 
• Regulatory acts of Ukraine – base of legislative and regulatory acts 

of Ukraine. 
• Open archives of Ukraine (oai.org.ua). 
• «Commodity monitor» – an analytical weekly publication (publishing 

«Derzhzovnishinform»).  
• Countries of the world (Ukrainian National Information Agency «Ukrinform»). 
• KNUTE packages of studying-methodical support. 
• KNUTE publishing: «Herald of KNUTE», «Commodities and Markets». 
• KNUTE fund of audio-, video-and photo materials. 

On KNUTE library website one can get access to an electronic 
catalogue and personal electronic form. One can also look through the 
electronic form from «Personal cabinet» on KNUTE website main page. 

Formation of information culture of library users (researchers, 
teachers, students, etc.) is an important part of the library’s work. Library 
activities are aimed at information provision for users, which means the 
accessibility and timeliness of information access. There are practical 
classes for the first-year students on librarian-bibliographical knowledge in 
form of lectures, practical work and excursions to the library. Great 
attention is paid to achieving knowledge of conducting document search 
in electronic catalogue of the library. 
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The introduction of new technologies gives an opportunity to 
broaden informational supplement of library users, what influences the 
quality of educational process. Cooperation with KNUTE structural units 
(faculties, departments, research and service departments) with the aim 
of improving the use of library collections and information resources, multi 
aspect book fund, computer network of libraries, reference information 
apparatus, library innovation, introduction of advanced technologies, 
experienced professional staff, improving the organization and regulation 
of labour, modern design, modern technical equipment and maximum 
computerisation of manufacturing processes contribute to the success 
of the library and a quality user’s service. 

Conditions of using library services: 
• scientific literature lending library: professors and lecturers, scientists – 

one studying year, students – a month. 
• study literature lending library: professors and lecturers, scientists – one 

studying year, students – a term; 
• foreign literature lending library: all readers – one month; 
• fiction literature lending library: all readers – 21 days. 

Timetable of library work: Monday – Friday – 09:00 – 18:00. 
The director of the KNUTE library – Shestopalova L.S., deputy 

director of the KNUTE library – Zubareva V.G. 
Material and technical basis. For studying process needs all 

departments are equipped with necessary computer equipment, which 
counts 1,500 personal computers, there function: 42 computer cabinets, 
10 interactive complexes, 20 multimedia projectors, 34 personal multimedia 
sets and 6 movable multimedia resources (PC with projectors on movable 
truck). In 2015 was upgraded software in 3 computer classes (IKKO, 
Medoc, Electronic documentation), which includes 60 units of computer 
equipment. 

 
 

2.10. Organization of mobility by mobility programs. 
According to the international collaboration programs the best 

students of Kyiv National University of Trade and Economic with foreign 
language knowledge and according to KNUTE top list are able to get an 
education abroad according to the indication and conditions, shown in the 
table. 
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2.11. Mandatory or selective «Mobility Windows». 
«Mobility Window» (MW) – is the period provided for international 

student mobility. Mandatory MWs are limited by the periods of start and 
end of the semester (semester mobility) or academic year at an annual or 
multi-year (MA) mobility. Selective MWs occur in cross-border (distant) 
training when such training periods are defined by foreign partner depending 
on various factors. 

 
2.12. Information on the types of certification (joint, double, multilateral). 

As for today, all programs mentioned in p. 2.10 are implemented 
on the basis of double certification, i.e. by parallel or successive studying 
at KNUTE and the overseas partner universities. 

 
2.13. The members of the consortium / partnership and their roles. 

The University signed an agreement on cooperation between KNUTE 
and universities within which is implemented partnership exchange and 
training of students. 

 
University of Auvergne 
Audencia Nantes School of Management 
Grenoble Alps University 
Paris-Est Créteil University 
ESCP 

France 

Federation «Exchange France–Ukraine» 
The UK University of Central Lancashire 
Italy Guglielmo Marconi University 

Krakiw Economics University Poland Poznan University of Economics and Business 
Germany Bremen Uinversity 

 
International programs and projects 

 
Erasmus + KA1 «Mobility Project». Multiagency Agreement with Krakiw 
Economics University  
«Polish Erasmus for Ukraine» between the Ministry of Education and Science 
of Ukraine and the Ministry of Science and Higher Education of Poland 
Bilateral agreement between the Ministry of Education and Science of Ukraine 
and Ministry of Education of China on cooperation in education area 
Agreement on cooperation between the Ministry of Education and Science 
of Ukraine and the Ministry of Education of the Slovak Republic 

 
Projects prepared and submitted in 2016 to contest for the Erasmus + 

include the establishment of consortia involving foreign universities. 
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International agreements and programs 
 

University, which entered to the Great Universities Charter, successfully 
collaborates with more than 105 higher educational establishments, 
international educational and scientific centers and organizations in many 
countries of the world, including Azerbaijan, Belorussia, Great Britain, 
Greece, China, Latvia, Lithuania, Moldova, Poland, Germany, Romania, 
Hungary, France, Japan and other countries. 

KNUTE takes part in creation and realization of some international 
projects and programs for students, main among which are:  
− student exchange program with Krakiw economic university (Poland), 

which includes studying on bachelor programs during one term; 
− Erasmus + KA1 mobility project, a multiagency agreement with Krakiw 

Economics University;  
− student exchange program with Poznan Economics University (Poland), 

which includes studying on bachelor programs during one term and 
having practice; 

− student exchange program with Higher Management School «Audience» 
(Nant, France), which includes studying on programs during one term; 

− a program of selecting candidates for training at the University d’Overn 
(France); 

− student exchange program with Budapest Economics University 
(Hungary), which includes studying on bachelor programs during one 
term and having practice; 

− program selecting candidates for studying on masters programs (French-, 
English- and Spanish-medium) in Paris Higher Commerce School 
(ESCP EUROPE) in Paris, London and Madrid; 

− joint educational programs within the framework of agreements with 
higher educational establishments: Grenoble Alps University, Paris-Est 
Creteil University (UPEK), Central Lancashire University (the UK), 
Guillermo Marconi University (Italy), Bremen University (Germany), 
Federation «Exchange France–Ukraine» and others on purpose of studying 
by English- and French-medium Programs;  

− KNUTE is a member of a University agency Francophonie (AUF), 
which annually provides university with grants for traineeship of 
French-speaking lecturers and researchers, as well as students, who take 
part in annual international programs of summer school. 

According to the agreements between the Ministry of Education and 
Science of Ukraine and the Ministry of education of People’s Republic 
of China in the sphere of education KNUTE students receive scholarships 
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for studying (with one year studying on preparative department) in higher 
educational establishments of People’s Republic of China. 

According to the agreement «Polish Erasmus for Ukraine» between 
the Ministry of Education and Science of Ukraine and the Ministry 
of Science and Higher Education of Poland KNUTE students receive 
scholarships to study in higher educational institutions of the Republic 
of Poland. 
 
2.14. Language courses. 

European Education Center at KNUTE provides training in English 
and French following intensive training program that creates conditions for 
achieving levels of foreign language from A1 to B2 (according to the 
recommendations of the Committee on Education at the Council of Europe 
on teaching foreign languages). 

Classes at language courses are conducted by highly qualified 
teachers with practical teaching experience. Training has a modular 
system. Topics of the module are designed to meet the needs of students, 
according to which teachers specially select topics to discuss, study 
materials, choose the type of tasks and activities. 

The contingent of students is formed at the beginning of the school 
year. Students and graduates from all faculties, as well as KNUTE faculty 
and staff, can enroll for a foreign language program can. Tuition depends 
on the curriculum and the number of training hours. 

Graduates of the European Education Center, who mastered foreign 
language at levels B1-B2, have the opportunity to take the exam for 
international language certificates (DELF-DALF, IELTS) and take part 
in various forms of international academic mobility in the framework 
of cooperation agreements with European universities – KNUTE partners. 

For more information and to enroll for a foreign language course contact 
the European Education Centre (Building D, room 229, tel. (044) 531-48-36). 
 
2.15. Opportunities for practical training. 

To provide practical training for students and their successful 
employment the University has established various forms of cooperation 
with organizations, including many specialized state agencies, financial 
institutions, banking institutions, judicial institutions, enterprises in the 
trade, hotel and restaurant business, insurance business based on contracts 
signed for training of specialists, cooperation agreements, bilateral 
agreements of association, agreements on practical training of students, 
which create conditions for realization of practice programs and ensure full 
implementation of the requirements foreseen by the Provision on student 
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practical training, the Order of organizing the practice of students abroad 
and the Order of practical training in enterprises, institutions and organi-
zations of students form Kyiv National University of Trade and Economics 
who obtained educational degrees of «bachelor», «junior bachelor». 
 
2.16. Learning in the workplace. 

The University contributes to providing learning opportunities in the 
workplace for students, supporting educational projects of companies 
containing programs for the development of business literacy, employment 
skills, professional competences aimed at improving professional skills 
of graduates. 

As an example, was conducted a workshop on molecular gastronomy 
at the Hilton Hotel H-bar; Program EY NextGen Academy, aimed at the 
development of future entrepreneurs and top managers, successors of family 
businesses; Certified Course of KPMG on Corporate Finance to increase 
knowledge in finance among the talented youth of Ukraine. The curriculum 
of the course consists of 5 classes of financial analysis, business valuation 
of companies and solving real business cases. 
 
2.17. Sports and recreation facilities. 

An important area of organizational and educational work of the 
University is the participation of students in such traditional activities as: 
University Day, Knowledge Day and Dedication of the first year students, 
International Students’ Day, Debut of the first year student, Miss KNUTE, 
Faculty Open Days, Donor Days, Tourism Day, Student festival «Barbecue», 
Championship of the intellectual game «Jeopardy» and «Brain Ring», 
Festival of wits and humor at KNUTE for the Rector’s Cup and more. 

The University has arts and culture center, which includes such creative 
amateur groups as: folk student academic chamber choir, contemporary 
dance studio «Light», vocal and contemporary music studio, instrumental 
music studio, KNUTE wits and humor competition team «KNUTE team».  

The University created the right conditions for physical training and 
sports: a modern stadium with artificial turf, sports ground, two sports 
halls, fitness room, wrestling room. There are also such sports sections as: 
football (men and women), volleyball (men and women), basketball, 
badminton, table tennis, athletic gymnastics, aerobics, fitness, body fitness, 
judo, the art of self-defence, physical rehabilitation. 
 
2.18. Student organizations. 

Public life of KNUTE is rich, multifaceted and diverse. On a voluntary 
basis at the University operate: 
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− student self-governance council of the University, 6 student self-
governance councils at faculties and 5 student councils in hostels; 

− scientific community of students, graduate students, doctoral students 
and young researchers; 

− student clubs – «Eco Club», «Lawyer», «Entrepreneur», «Manager», 
«Cyberneticist», «Advertiser», «Luca Pacioli», «Analyst-controller», 
«Chemists of KNUTE», «Culinary Club», «Everest», psychological club 
«Wisdom of Generations», sports clubs in football, basketball, 
volleyball, wrestling, union of consumerists «OSA»; students participate 
in the work of legal clinic «Center of legal protection»; 

− national movement «Youth for consumer rights». 
Information on student learning, leisure and sports is placed in the 

newspaper «University and Time», student magazine «Kyoto, 19», on the 
University website (http://www.knteu.kiev.ua), on the official website of 
KNUTE in social network «VKontakte» (https://vk.com/knteu) and on 
student TV «KNUTE-TV».  
 
 
3. Program profile. 
 

Profile of the program «International Economics» 
Academic Degree «Master» 

Type of diploma and program 
volume 

Single degree (provided on the basis of one 
institution), 90 ECTS credits / 1.5 years 

Higher Education Institution Kyiv National University of Trade and 
Economics 

Accreditation Institution Ministry of Education and Science of Ukraine 
Accreditation Period 01.07.2022 
Program Level Second Level 

The aim of the educational program А 
Preparation of highly skilled professionals with thorough and complete 
knowledge in the international economy, with practical skills and ability to 
work effectively for enterprises, public institutions or private business as well 
as research and teaching in higher educational institutions. 

Program Description 
Field of Science 05 «Social and Behavioural Sciences» 

В 

The main focus  
of the program 
and specialization 

Special education in the field of international econo-
mics with deep study of theoretical and methodo-
logical foundations of international management, 
international competitiveness, economic strategies 
of economic development, global economy 
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Continuation of the table 
Program Orientation Professionally applied  
Peculiarities 
and Differences 

Expanding the variable component of applied 
sciences by providing formation and skills to work in 
international economics («Risk management in foreign 
trade»); 
The curriculum provides 2-month professional practice 
at the leading enterprises of Ukraine, branches of 
multinational corporations, public administration; 
The opportunity to study on English-speaking master 
degree program 

Suitability for employment and further education 
Suitability 
for Employment 

Head of governmental bodies, general manager, manager 
(director, head, etc.). of the department, Head Office 
(functional unit), head of foreign cooperation, 
marketing director, head of sales (marketing), head of 
commercial department, an expert on foreign issues, 
foreign affairs consultant, adviser (public authorities), 
civil service expert, researcher (economy). 

C 

Further Education The possibility of obtaining a Ph.D. in economics; 
access to research grants for participation in the 
programs of postgraduate education cycle. 

Teaching Style 
Approaches to teaching 
and learning 

A balanced combination of classwork and self study 
based on problem-based approach using modern 
educational technologies and techniques (workshops, 
round tables and discussion clubs, distance learning). 

D 

Assessment Methods Written examinations, oral and written surveys, 
checking essays and presentations, writing and public 
defense of the final qualification work. 

Program Competences 
General competences 

E 

Special competence 
GC1. The ability to communicate in a foreign 
language 
GC 2. The ability to search, process and analyze 
information from different sources 
GC 3. The ability to identify, formulate and solve 
problems 
GC 4. The ability to apply theoretical knowledge in 
practice 
GC 5. The ability to work in an international context 
(environment) 
GC 6. The ability to abstract thinking, analysis and 
synthesis 
GC 7. Skills to use information and communication 
technologies 
SC 1. Understanding of global economic processes 
and the main trends of the international economy 
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The end of the table 

  SC 2. Knowledge of domestic and foreign practice of 
international commercial transactions 
SC 3. Development of concept studies in 
international economics and study results using ICT 
SC 4. Analysis of mechanisms and instruments 
of international security 
SC 5. Protection of own information resources in the 
companies of international economic activity 
SC 6. Knowledge of forms, methods and mechanisms 
of international commercial transactions regulation 
SC 7. Formation of risk map of international 
economic activity 
SC 8. The ability to form international economic 
development strategies 

F Program Learning Outcomes 
The ability to search, process and analyze information from different sources 
The ability to identify, formulate and solve problems 
The ability to make informed decisions in international economic activity 
The ability to explain your key information areas or areas of knowledge to the non-
specialists 
The possibility to reasonably defend own point of view and to adequately respond 
to criticism 
The desire to preserve the environment 
Obligations of health, welfare and safety 
Option to show awareness of equal opportunities and gender issues 
Definition vectors of enterprise development strategy in accordance with 
international economic activity of Ukraine 
Formulation of company’s strategic objectives system according to its structure, 
mission and goals 
Evaluation of competitive position on foreign and domestic markets. Formation 
of enterprise value chain to identify key competitive advantages 
Justification of outsourcing feasibility for the international competitiveness 
of enterprises 
Formulation and implementation of innovative, pricing, assortment and competitive 
strategies on foreign markets. 
Organization of information support of international economic activity of the enterprise  

 
 
4. Academic Program 
 

The head of the project team (the guarantor of educational program) – 
Iksarova N.O. 
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Specialization International Economics 
Field of Specialty 051 «Economics» 
Field of Science 05 «Social and Behavioural Sciences» 
Academic Level Second 
Academic Degree Master 
Total Amount of ECTS Credits 90 
Duration of Study 1 year 5 monthes 

Requirements for the education of persons who can begin studying 
in educational and professional program 

1 

academic degree of the Bachelor; 
conditions for admission to the program are regulated by the Admission Rules 
of KNTEU 

The list of disciplines 
Name of discipline Number 

of ECTS 
credits 

(for every 
discipline) 

Place in a logical 
sequence 

of studying  
(year of study) 

2 

1. Informational Systems and Technologies 
in Management 
 
2. Strategic Management  
 
3. Management of International 
Competitiveness 
 
4. Investment Management 
 
5. Financial Management 
 
6.1. International Commercial Arbitration 
6.2. Contract Law 
 
7.1. Illegalization of Foreign Economic  
Activity 
7.2. International Finance Law 
 
8. International Strategies of Economic 
Development 
 
9. International Management 
 
10.1. Change Management 
10.2. Project Management 
 
11.1. International Security 
11.2. Corporate Crisis Management 

3 
 
 

4,5 
 

4,5 
 
 

4,5 
 

4,5 
 

4,5 
4,5 

 
4,5 

 
4,5 

 
4,5 

 
 

4,5 
 

4,5 
4,5 

 
4,5 
4,5 

1 
 
 

1 
 

1 
 
 

1 
 

1 
 

1 
1 
 

1 
 

1 
 

1 
 
 

1 
 

1 
1 
 

1 
1 
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Continuation of the table 
12.1. Methodology and Organization 
of Scientific Research 
12.2. Methodic of Teaching at Universities 
12.3. Trade Negotiation and Commercial 
Diplomacy 
 
13. Risk Management in Foreign Economic 
Activity 
 
14. International Business 
 
15.1. Statistical Forecasting Methods 
15.2. Customs Statistics 

3 
 
3 
3 
 
 
3 
 
 
3 
 
3 
3 

1 
 

1 
1 
 
 

2 
 
 

2 
 

2 
2 

Professional Practice 
Prediploma Practice 

9 
3 

1 
2 

The form of certification of higher 
education applicants 

Final qualifying paper Certification 
is carried out in accordance with 
Regulations on the organization 
of educational process of obtaining 
the first (bachelor) and second 
(master’s) level of higher education 
in Kyiv National University of 
Trade and Economics; Regulations 
on evaluating the success of appli-
cants of higher education degrees 
«bachelor», «master» in KNTEU; 
The provisions of the final qualifi-
cation paper; Regulations on the 
examination board of certification 
of candidates for higher education 
in KNTEU; Guidelines for the 
implementation of final qualifying 
paper 2012 (o. 781) 

 

Share of the normative preparation content 
disciplines (percentage) 40% 

Expected Learning Outcomes 
Competencies that master should acquire  

3 

General GC1. The ability to communicate in a foreign language 
GC 2. The ability to search, process and analyze information 
from different sources 
GC 3. The ability to identify, formulate and solve problems 
GC 4. The ability to apply theoretical knowledge in practice 
GC 5. The ability to work in an international context (environment)
GC 6. The ability to abstract thinking, analysis and synthesis 
GC 7. Skills to use information and communication 
technologies 
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The end of the table 
 Professional SC 1. Understanding of global economic processes and the 

main trends of the international economy 
SC 2. Knowledge of domestic and foreign practice 
of international commercial transactions 
SC 3. Development of concept studies in international 
economics and study results using ICT 
SC 4. Analysis of mechanisms and instruments of international 
security 
SC 5. Protection of own information resources in the companies 
of international economic activity 
SC 6. Knowledge of forms, methods and mechanisms 
of international commercial transactions regulation 
SC 7. Formation of risk map of international economic activity 
SC 8. The ability to form international economic development 
strategies  

 
 
5. Information on academic components (disciplines). 
 
5.1. Title. Information Systems and Technologies in Management. 
5.2. Type. Compulsory. 
5.3. Academic year. 2016–2017. 
5.4. Semester. I. 
5.5. Lecturer, academic degree, position. S.M. Shkliarskiy, Candidate 
of Sciences (Economics), Associate Professor. 
5.6. Learning outcomes. 
• The use and functioning of Management Information Systems. 
• Methods of evaluating Information Systems and technologies. 
• Identifying and evaluating hardware and software requirements for 

Information Systems. 
• Implementation and use of Data Management technologies. 
• Applying security technologies connected with Management Information 

Systems. 
5.7. Compulsory disciplines studied before. «Economical Informatics», 
«Economy of a Trading Enterprise». 
5.8. Course outline. Management Information Systems. Introduction. 
Technologies of collecting, transferring and processing of information. 
Database management systems and technologies. Models and methods 
of developing information systems. Structure analysis and development 
of information systems. Documents Flow Management and Integrated 
Information Systems. Security of information systems. Corporate information 
systems and portals. E-commerce and payment systems. 
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5.9. Recommended sources and other educational resources / means. 
1. Мельник Л.Г. Экономика информации и информационные системы 
предприятия : учеб. пособие для студ. ВНЗ  / Л.Г. Мельник. – Сумы : 
Университетская книга, 2004. – 400 с. 

3. Зелинский С.Э. Автоматизация управления предприятием / 
С.Э. Зелинский. – Киев :Кондор, 2006. – 518 с. 

3. Gerhard Weikum, Gottfried Vossen. Transactional Information Systems: 
Theory, Algorithms, and the Practice of Concurrency Control and 
Recovery Publisher: Morgan Kaufmann, 2001. – 852 pp.  

4. Lucey, T. Management information systems. – 7th ed. – London : 
DP Publications Ltd, 1995. – 303 pp. 

5. Stella Ngozi Chidi Okoroafor. Management information system. – 
Prentice Hall, 2012. – 488 pp. 

5.10. Planned learning activities and methods of education. Combination 
of traditional and nontraditional methods of education with the use of 
innovative technologies: 
lectures (review lectures / thematic lectures / problematic lectures / 
consulting lectures / conference lectures / binary lectures / dual lectures / 
lectures with prearranged errors). 
seminars (training / presentations / discussions / a communicating method / 
imitations / simulations / moderations / situations / brainstorming / case-
studies / work in groups / etc.). 
5.11. Methods of assessment: 
– formative assessment (oral tests / written tests / checking compendiums / 

presentations / projects / exercises / economic problems / situational 
tasks, etc.); 

– summative assessment (credit). 
5.12. Learning and teaching language. English. 
 
5.1. Title. Strategic Management of an Enterprise. 
5.2. Type. Compulsory. 
5.3. Academic year. 2016–2017. 
5.4. Semester. І. 
5.5. Lecturer, academic degree, position. Piatnytska G.T., Doctor of 
Sciences (Economics), Professor; Lukashova L.V., Candidate of Sciences 
(Economics), Associate Professor; Yatsyshina K.V., Senior Lecturer 
5.6. Learning outcomes. 
The formation of strategic thinking and system of basic knowledge in 
strategic management of future specialists. The mastery of skills in strategic 
decision-making in a variable environment of functioning of an enterprise. 
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5.7. Compulsory disciplines studied before. «Management», «Marketing», 
«Economy and finance of an enterprise». 
5.8. Course outline. 
Essence and conceptual basis of strategic management of enterprise. The 
basic components of strategic management and scientific approaches to 
strategy formation. Strategic diagnostics of the environment. The strategic 
potential and competitive advantages of an enterprise. Defining competi-
tiveness in the strategic management of an enterprise. Management of 
enterprise’ strategic position. Generation of strategic alternatives and the 
conditions for their realization. Evaluation of the strategy effectiveness and 
strategic changes in the enterprise. Types of strategic management. 
5.9. Recommended sources and other educational resources / means. 
1. Дикань В.Л. Стратегічне управління : навч. посіб. / В.Л. Дикань, 
В.О. Зубенко, О.В. Маковоз, І.В. Токмакова, О.В. Шраменко. – Київ : 
Центр навч. літ., 2013. – 272 с. 

2. П’ятницька Г.Т. Стратегічне управління : навч. пос. / Г.Т. П’ятницька, 
Л.В. Лукашова, Н.В. Ракша ; за ред. Г.Т. П’ятницької. – Київ : Київ. 
нац. торг.-екон. ун-т, 2013. – 408 с. 

3. Сладкевич В.П. Стратегічний менеджмент організацій : підруч. для 
студ. вищ. навч. закл. / В.П. Сладкевич. – Київ : Персонал, 2008. – 
496 с. 

4. Hill Ch.W.L. Strategic Management Theory: An Integrated Approach / 
Charles W.L. Hill, Gareth R. Jones; 9th ed. – South-Western College 
Pub, 2009. – 936 p. 

5. Kaplan R. The Strategy-Focused Organization: How Balanced Scorecard 
Companies Thrive in the New Business Environment / Robert Kaplan, 
David Norton. – Harvard Business Press, 2001. – 400 p. 

6. Spender J.C. Business Strategy: Managing Uncertainty, Opportunity, 
and Enterprise / J.C. Spender. – Oxford University Press, 2014. – 376 p. 

5.10. Planned learning activities and methods of education. Combination 
of traditional and nontraditional methods of education with the use of 
innovative technologies: 
lectures (review lectures / thematic lectures / problematic lectures); 
seminars (presentations / discussions / a communicating method / situations / 
case-studies / work in groups / etc.). 
5.11. Methods of assessment: 
– formative assessment (oral tests / written tests / checking compendiums / 

presentations / projects / exercises / situational tasks, etc.); 
– summative assessment (written exam). 
5.12. Learning and teaching language. English. 
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5.1. Title. Management of international competitiveness. 
5.2. Type. Compulsory. 
5.3. Academic year. 2016–2017. 
5.4. Semester. I. 
5.5. Lecturer, academic degree, position. Iksarova N.O., Candidate of 
Sciences (Economics), Associate Professor 
5.6. Learning outcomes. Systematic acquisition of knowledge of theoretical 
concepts and methodological approaches to the international competitiveness; 
understanding of the nature of the concept «Management of international 
competitiveness», its role and place in the actual system of management; 
study of theoretical concepts and the main methodological approaches 
to international competitiveness; determination of features of key stages 
of the management of international competitiveness. 
5.7. Compulsory disciplines studied before. «Management», «The organization 
of foreign trade operations», «Marketing», «International trade». 
5.8. Course outline. Theoretical and methodological approaches to the 
study of international competitiveness. International competitiveness. 
Competitiveness of the goods (services) as a priority component in the 
formation of the international competitiveness of enterprise. Assessment of 
international competitiveness. Management of international competitiveness. 
Branch and sectoral determinant of international competitiveness. Regional 
and local dimensions of the international competitiveness. Clusters 
formation in the system of international competitiveness of enterprise. 
National management models of international competitiveness. Globalization 
as an imperative of international competitiveness. 
5.9. Recommended sources and other educational resources / means. 
1. Porter, M.E. (2008) The Five Competitive Forces That Shape Strategy, 

Harvard business Review, January 2008. 
2. J. Scott Armstrong and Kesten C. Greene (2007). «Competitor-oriented 

Objectives: The Myth of Market Share». International Journal of 
Business 12 (1): 116–134. ISSN 1083-4346. 

3. Management of international competitiveness [Text]: lecture notes; 
educational-qualifying level «Master»; academic field 0306 «Management 
and administration»; specialization 030601 «Management»; speciality 
03060104 «Management of Foreign Economic Activity» / authors: 
T. Melnik, N. Iksarova; International Economy Department. – Kyiv : 
KNUTE, 2013. – 98 p. 

5.10. Planned learning activities and methods of education. Lectures, 
seminars in the form of presentations and discussions. 
5.11. Methods of assessment: 
Formative assessment (surveys, tests, test projects); 
Summative assessment (written exam). 
5.12. Learning and teaching language. English. 
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5.1. Title. Investment Management. 
5.2. Type. Compulsory. 
5.3. Academic year. 2016–2017. 
5.4. Semester. I. 
5.5. Lecturer, academic degree, position. Nagorniuk O.V., Candidate 
of Sciences (Economics), Associate Professor. 
5.6. Learning outcomes. Knowledge and skills in the field of development 
of the company’s investment strategy, analyzing investment attractiveness 
of projects, methods for assessing their effectiveness, risks, liquidity, forming 
the company’s finance investment portfolio and the real investment program. 
5.7. Compulsory disciplines studied before. «Finance», «Economics 
of an enterprise», «Finance of an enterprise», «Financial management 
of enterprises and associations». 
5.8. Course outline. The essence, purpose and functions of investment 
management. Methodological principles and methodical tools of investment 
management. Assessment and prediction of the investment market. The 
investment strategy of the enterprise. Policy of investment resources 
forming of the enterprise. Management of company’s real investments. 
Rules of making investment decisions. Forming of real investment 
program of company. Features of company’s innovative investment 
management. Company’s financial investment management. Company’s 
financial investment portfolio management. 
5.9. Recommended sources and other educational resources / means. 
1. Бланк І.О. Інвестиційнийменеджмент : підручник / І.О. Бланк, 
Н.М. Гуляєва. – Київ : Київ. нац. торг.-екон. ун-т, 2003. 

2. Бланк И.А. Основы инвестиционного менеджмента / И.А. Бланк. – 
В 2х т. – Киев : Эльга. Ника-Центр, 2004. 

3. Brigham E.F. Intermediate financial management / E.F. Brigham, 
L.C. Gapenski. – 5th ed. – Fort Worth : The Dryden Press, 1996. – 1062 p. 

4. Gallaher T.J. Financial management : Principles and practice / 
T.J. Gallaher, J.D. Andrew. – Upper Saddle River : Prentice Hall, 1997. – 
540 р. 

5. Mishkin F.S. The economics of money, banking, and financial markets / 
F.S. Mishkin. – 6th ed. – Boston : Addison Wesley, 2003. – 738 p. 

5.10. Planned learning activities andmethods of education. The 
combination of traditional and non-traditional teaching methods with the 
use of innovative technologies:  
– lectures (sightseeing / content / problem / lecture consultation / 

conference lecture / binary / dual / lecture with premeditated errors);  
– seminars (practical (training / presentation / discussion / communication 

methods / imitation / simulation / moderation / modeling situations / 
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«brainstorming» / trainer task / method of case study / work in small 
groups/ other). 

5.11. Methods of assessment: 
knowledge control: 
− formative assessment (testing, oral/written survey, task/situational problem, 

etc.); 
− summative assessment (credit). 
5.12. Learning and teaching language. English. 
 
5.1. Title. Financial management. 
5.2. Type. Compulsory. 
5.3. Academic year. 2016–2017. 
5.4. Semester. I.  
5.5. Lecturer, academic degree, position. Andriets VS, Candidate of Sciences 
(Economics), Senior Lecturer. 
5.6.. Learning outcomes. 
Gaining by students the modern economic thinking and special knowledge 
in the field of financial management of enterprises and the practical skills 
of application in different spheres of financial activity. 
5.7. Compulsory disciplines studied before. «Macroeconomics», «Micro-
economics», «Statistics», «Finance», «Money and Credit», «Accounting» 
and «Economics and Business Finances». 
5.8. Course outline. 
Essence, purpose and functions of financial management of enterprises. 
Methodological principles and systems of financial management. Financial 
strategy of enterprise. Assets management of enterprise. Management 
of enterprise capital. Fundamentals of investment management. Cash-flow 
management of enterprise. Financial risk management. Fundamentals 
of anti-crisis financial management. 
5.9. Recommended sources and other educational resources / means. 
1. Бланк И.А. Основы финансового менеджмента. В 2-х томах. – Т. 1 / 

И.А. Бланк. – 3-е изд., перераб. и доп. М. : Омега-Л, 2011. – 656 с. 
2. Бланк И.А. Основы финансового менеджмента. В 2-х томах. – Т. 2 / 

И.А. Бланк. – 3-е изд., перераб. и доп. М. : Омега-Л, 2011. – 674 с. 
3. Управление финансами: бизнес-курс МВА : учебник / под ред. 

Д. Ливингстона, Т. Гроссмана. – М. : Омега-Л, 2008. – 837 с. 
4. Brealey, Richard A. Fundamentals of corporate finance / A. Richard, 

Brealey, Stewart C. Myers, Alan J. Marcus. – McGraw-Hill series 
in finance. – 1995. – 658 p.  
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5.10. Planned learning activities and methods of education. Combination 
of traditional and nontraditional methods of education with the use of inno-
vative technologies: 
lectures (review lectures / thematic lectures / problematic lectures / 
consulting lectures / conference lectures / binary lectures / dual lectures / 
lectures with prearranged errors). 
seminars (training / presentations / discussions / a communicating method / 
imitations / simulations / moderations / situations / brainstorming / case-
studies / work in groups / etc.). 
5.11. Methods of assessment: 
– formative assessment (oral tests / written tests / checking compendiums / 

presentations / projects / exercises / economic problems / situational 
tasks, etc.); 

– summative assessment (written exam)  
5.12. Learning and teaching language. English. 
 
5.1. Title. International Commercial Arbitration. 
5.2. Type. Optional. 
5.3. Academic year. 2016–2017. 
5.4. Semester. I. 
5.5. Lecturer, academic degree, position. Goncharenko O.M., Candidate 
of Sciences (Law), Associate Professor. 
5.6. Learning outcomes. Formation on complex theoretical knowledge 
on the regulation of international commercial arbitration as a modern and 
progressive international institution with a review of international commercial 
disputes. 
5.7. Compulsory disciplines studied before. «Economic Law», «International 
Economic Law». 
5.8. Course outline. The concept and legal nature of international commercial 
arbitration. Sources of international commercial arbitration. The аrbitration 
agreement. The legal status of arbitrators and the composition of the 
arbitral tribunal. The order of disputes in international commercial 
arbitration. The legal nature of international commercial arbitration award. 
Challenging, recognition and enforcement of international commercial 
arbitration awards. Іnterim measures in international commercial arbitration. 
International commercial arbitration in Ukraine. International commercial 
arbitration abroad. Arbitration of investment disputes.  
5.9. Recommended sources and other educational resources / means. 
1. Гончаренко О.М. Міжнародний комерційний арбітраж : навч. посіб. / 
О.М. Гончаренко. – Ніжин : Видавництво НДУ ім. М. Гоголя, 2014. – 
203 с. 
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2. Born G. International Commercial Arbitration. – The Hague: Kluwer 
Law International, 2009. – 3400 p. 

3. Gary B. Born International Commercial Arbitration, Second Edition. –
Hague, Kluwer Law International, 2014. – 4408 p. 

4. LoukasA. Mistelis Concise International Arbitration. – Hague, Kluwer 
Law International, 2010. – 1310 p. 

5. Morrissey J., Graves J. International Sales Law and Arbitration: problems, 
cases and commentary. – The Hague: Kluwer Law International BV, 
2008. – 528 p. 

6. Redfern A., Hunter M. Law and Practice of International Commercial 
Arbitration. – 4-th ed. – Sweet and Maxwell Limited, 2004. – 659 p. 

5.10. Planned learning activities and methods of education. Combination 
of traditional and nontraditional methods of education with the use of 
innovative technologies: 
lectures (review lectures / thematic lectures / problematic lectures / 
consulting lectures / conference lectures / binary lectures / dual lectures / 
lectures with prearranged errors). 
seminars (training / presentations / discussions / a communicating method / 
imitations / simulations / moderations / situations / brainstorming / case-
studies / work in groups / etc.). 
5.11. Methods of assessment: 
– formative assessment (oral tests / written tests / checking compendiums / 

presentations / exercises / economic problems / situational tasks, etc.); 
– summative assessment (written exam).  
5.12. Learning and teaching language. English. 
 
5.1. Title. Contract Law. 
5.2. Type. Optional. 
5.3. Academic year. 2016–2017. 
5.4. Semester. I. 
5.5. Lecturer, academic degree, position. ReguretskaO.V., Candidate 
of Sciences (Law), Associate Professor. 
5.6. Learning outcomes. 
The study of «contract law» should result in students’ knowledge of contract 
law basic concepts and categories (contract, essential terms and conditions 
of the contract, contract term, contract price, etc.), sources of contract law, 
the legal status of the contract parties, contract legal nature and peculiarities, 
the basic principles of the regulation of contractual relations. Students 
should be able to determine the contract types under the laws of Ukraine, 
to determine the essential terms of contract various types, to identify their 
differences and to determine the legal consequences of making different 
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types of contracts. Students should be able to apply current law for the 
contract draft legal analysis on their own. 
5.7. Compulsory disciplines studied before. «Theory of State and Law», 
«Civil Law», «Administrative Law», «Commercial Law».  
5.8. Course outline. The subject, the method and system of contract law. 
The basic principles of contract law. Sources of contract law. The subjects 
of contract law. Types of contracts under the laws of Ukraine. Essential 
terms of the contracts. Contracts on property transfer to the ownership, 
contracts for property transfer for temporary use, contracts on worksand 
service provision. 
5.9. Recommended sources and other educational resources / means. 
1. Беляневич О.А. Господарське договірне право України (теоретичні 
аспекти) : монографія / О.А. Беляневич. – Київ : Юрінком Інтер, 
2006. – 592 с.  

2. Кузнєцова Н.С. Договірне право України. Загальна частина : навч. 
посіб. / Н.С. Кузнєцова, О.А. Беляневич, С. Бервено та ін. ; ред. 
О.В. Дзера. – Київ : Юрінком Інтер, 2008. – 891 с.  

3. Старцев О.В. Цивільне право України : підручник / О.В. Старцев, 
Є.О. Харитонов. – Київ : Істина, 2007. 

4. Catharine MacMillan, Richard Stone.Elements of the law of contract. 
Published by: University of London, 2012. 

5. Fox, Charles M. (2008) Working with Contracts. What Law School 
Doesn’t Teach You. Practising Law Institute, New York. 

5.10. Planned learning activities and methods of education. Combination 
of traditional and nontraditional methods of education with the use of 
innovative technologies: 
lectures (review lectures / thematic lectures / problematic lectures / 
consulting lectures / conference lectures / binary lectures / dual lectures / 
lectures with prearranged errors). 
seminars (training / presentations / discussions / a communicating method / 
imitations / simulations / moderations / situations / brainstorming / case-
studies / work in groups / etc.). 
5.11. Methods of assessment: 
– formative assessment (oral tests / written tests / checking compendiums / 

presentations / projects / exercises / economic problems / situational 
tasks, etc.); 

– summative assessment (written exam)  
5.12. Learning and teaching language. English. 
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5.1. Title. Illegalization of foreign economic activity. 
5.2. Type.Optional. 
5.3. Academic year. 2015–2016. 
5.4. Semester. I. 
5.5. Lecturer, academic degree, position. Vyshynska T.L., Candidate 
of Sciences (Economics), Senior Lecturer. 
5.6. Learning outcomes. 
Gaining by students modern economic thinking and special knowledge 
of combating illegalization in foreign economic activity. 
5.7. Compulsory disciplines studied before. «International Economic 
Relations», «International Economics», «International economic activity 
of Ukraine.» 
5.8. Course outline. 
The essence and structure of illegalization offoreign economic activity.The 
main reasons of illegalization of foreign economic activity.Combating 
subjects of illegalization in foreign economic activity.Offshorization of the 
global economy. Methodical instruments of evaluationillegalization in 
foreign economic activity. Analysis of illegal schemes in foreign economic 
activity. The mechanism of combating illegalization in foreign economic 
activity. Preventing and combating corruption in foreign economic activity. 
The impact of illegalization in foreign economic activity of Ukraine on 
foreign security. 
5.9. Recommended sources and other educational resources / means. 
1. Авдийский В.И. Теневая экономика и экономическая безопасность 
государства : учеб. пособие / В.И. Авдийский, В.А. Дадалко. – 2-е изд., 
доп. – М., 2010. – 496 с. 

2. Feige E.L. The Underground Economies: Tax Evasion and Information 
Distortion / E.L. Feige. – Cambridge : Cambridge Univer. Press, 2007. – 
392 p. 

3. Grossman G. The «Second economy» of the USSR / G. Grossman // 
Probl. of communism. – 1977. – № 5. – P. 25–40. 

4. Gutmann P. The Subterranean Economy / P. Gutmann // Financial 
Analysis J. – 1977. – Vol. 33. – Р. 24–27. 

5. Hart K. Informal urban income opportunities and urban employment 
in Ghana / K. Hart // J. of Modern African Stud. – 1973. – Vol. 11. – 
№ 1. – P. 61–90. 

5.10. Planned learning activities and methods of education. Combination 
of traditional and nontraditional methods of education with the use of 
innovative technologies: 
– lectures (review lectures / thematic lectures / problematic lectures / 

consulting lectures / conference electures / binary lectures / dual lectures / 
lectures with prearranged errors). 
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– seminars (training / presentations / discussions / a communicating method / 
imitations / simulations / moderations / situations / brainstorming / case-
studies / work in groups / etc.). 

5.11. Methods of assessment: 
– formative assessment (oraltests / written tests; checking compendiums); 
– summative assessment (credit). 
5.12. Learning and teaching language. English. 
 
5.1. Title. International financial law. 
5.2. Type. Optional. 
5.3. Academic year. 2016–2017. 
5.4. Semester. I. 
5.5. Lecturer, academic degree, position. Goncharenko O.M., Candidate 
of Sciences (Law), Associate Professor. 
5.6. Learning outcomes. 
As a result of the course students must acquire knowledge of concepts and 
subject of international finance law; the principles; legal methods and 
forms of financial cooperation of international and national law; sources 
of international finance; concepts and principles of the international 
finance law; legal forms of international financial institutions and their 
functions; legal framework budget law and procedure abroad; concept and 
subject of international tax law; international double taxation and the ways 
of its settlement; legal foundations of the financial control and enforcement 
mechanisms against breaks of financial laws; legal foundations of 
international banking; legal status of international financial instruments: 
euro credits, Eurobonds, euro bills; regulation of international banking 
transactions; public-legal basis of the monetary system and international 
law convertibility of currencies; international legal regulation of international 
settlement relations; international legal regulation of financial monitoring 
in prevention and counteraction to legalization (laundering) of proceeds 
from crime and terrorist financing. Based on the theoretical knowledge the 
student should get practical skills for proper use, strict compliance and 
prevent non-compliance with international financial law in the settlement 
of international relations, international monetary relations; legal foundations 
of international banking; International financial controls and international 
legal regulation of financial monitoring in prevention and counteraction 
to legalization (laundering) of proceeds from crime and terrorist financing. 
5.7. Compulsory disciplines studied before. «Theory of State and Law», 
«Civil Law», «Constitutional Law», «Administrative Law and Procedure», 
«Criminal Law», «Business Law», «Financial Law», «Banking Law». 
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5.8. Course outline. Concept and subject of international finance law; the 
principles, legal methods and forms of financial cooperation of international 
and national law; sources of international finance law; concepts and 
principles of the international finance law; legal forms of international 
financial institutions and their functions; legal framework budget law and 
procedure abroad; concept and subject of international tax law; international 
double taxation and the ways of its settlement; legal foundations of the 
financial control mechanisms and enforcement against breakers of financial 
laws; legal foundations of international banking; legal status of international 
financial instruments: eurocredits, eurobonds, euro bills; regulation of 
international banking transactions; public-legal basis of the monetary 
system and international law convertibility of currencies; international 
legal regulation of international settlement relations; international legal 
regulation of financial monitoring in prevention and counteraction to 
legalization (laundering) of proceeds from crime and terrorist financing. 
5.9. Recommended sources and other educational resources / means. 
1. Лазебник Л.Л. Міжнародне фінансове право : навч. посіб. / 
Л.Л. Лазебник. – Київ : Центр навч. літ., 2008. – 312 с.  

2. Імплементація міжнародно-правових норм у сфері оподаткування 
в законодавствоУкраїни : монографія / З.С. Варналій та ін. ; за ред. 
П.В. Мельника, Л.Д. Тимченка ; Держ. податк. служба України, 
Нац. ун-т держ. податк. службиУкраїни, Н.-д. центр з пробл. 
оподаткування. – Ірпінь : Нац. ун-т ДПС України, 2012. – 405 с. 

3. Латковська Т.А. Фінансово-правові питання формування централь-
них та державних банків в Україні, країнах центральноєвропейської 
та англосаксонської правової системи права : монографія / 
Т.А. Латковська. – Одеса : Юридична література, 2007. – 280 с. 

4. Белов В.А. Финансово-правовые институты зарубежных стран : 
учеб. пособие / В.А. Белов, М.М. Прошунин ; отв. ред. В.А. Белов. – 
М. : РИОР: ИНФРА-М, 2012. – 299 с. 

5. Шамраєв А.В. Правовое регулирование международных банковских 
сделок и сделок на международных финансовых рынках : научное 
издание / А.В. Шамраев. – 2 изд., стер. – М. : КНОРУС, ЦИПСиР, 
2010. – 160 с. 

6. Старинський М.В. Порівняльне банківське право : навч. посіб. / 
М.В. Старинський. – Суми : Універсальна книга, 2006. – 299 с. 

5.10. Planned learning activities and methods of education. 
Lectures, seminars, practical trainings with using information technologies 
and active learning methods etc.). 
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5.11. Methods of assessment: 
– formative assessment (interview, oral tests / written tests; situational 

tasks, abstract messages and their discussions, checking individual tasks 
etc.); 

– summative assessment (credit). 
5.12. Learning and teaching language. English. 
 
5.1. Title. International strategies of economic development. 
5.2. Type. Compulsory. 
5.3. Academic year. 2016–2017. 
5.4. Semester. IІ. 
5.5. Lecturer, academic degree, position. Ladychenko K.I., Candidate 
of Sciences (Economics), Associate Professor. 
5.6. Learning outcomes. 
• understanding modern economic integrity of the world and specification 

of national economies under conditions of internationalization and 
globalization of the world economy; 

• understanding the culture of modern economic thought  
• knowledge of theoretical models of countries’ economic development 

and practice of strategic economic transformations under conditions of 
information globalization; 

• formation of students’ practical skills to use the knowledge for imple-
mentation of strategic targets at different hierarchical levels of economy  

• ability to identify and calculate the main indexes and rates of economic 
growth; ability to formulate basic strategic guidelines and to evaluate the 
future strategic changes;  

• ability to mobilize resources and allocate them optimally to implement 
the development strategy  

• ability to apply empirical and statistical data, information materials for 
the analysis of factors and driving forces of the national economy 
transformation to formulate strategic priorities of economic development, 
and to justify necessary resource base and strategic changes; 

• mastering the methodology for conducting comparative analysis of 
threats and benefits to national economies and development of economic 
and mathematical models of economic growth 

5.7. Compulsory disciplines studied before. The discipline is covered 
on the grounds of basic higher education. According to structural and logical 
scheme the discipline «International strategies of economic development» 
is studied after learning such subjects as: «Foundations of economic 
theory», «Microeconomics», «Macroeconomics», «International economics», 
«Marketing», «Bases of foreign economic activity», «Organization of foreign 
trade operations». 
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5.8. Course outline. 
Subject and tasks of the discipline «International strategies of economic 
development». Economic strategies: essence, types, subjects and objects. 
Modern globalization processes as the basis of geopolitical and geo-
economical strategies. Economic strategies and strategic development 
of programs under the conditions of global economic system formation. 
Strategy of sustainable economic development in the conditions of global 
economic system. Specifics of national economic development strategies 
of the world leading countries. European Union economic growth strategy. 
Economic development strategies of the economies in transition. Economic 
development strategies of the developing countries. Globalization and 
Ukraine’s economic development strategy. 
5.9. Recommended sources and other educational resources / means. 
1. Міжнародний економічний розвиток : навч. посіб. для студ. вищ. 
навч. закл. / [Ю.Г. Козак, В.В. Ковалевський та ін.]. – Київ : ЦУЛ, 
2009. – 355 с. 

2. Todaro M.P., Smith S. Economic Development. – 12 th.ed. – Prentice 
Hall, 2015. – 888 p.  

3. Roland G. Development Economics. – Prentice Hall, 2014. – 648 p  
4. Sachs J.D. The Age of Sustainable Development. – Columbia 

University press, 2015. – 544 p.  
5. Perkins D.H. Economics of Development / by Dwight H. Perkins, 

Steven Radelet, David L. Lindauer, Steven A. Block. – (Seventh 
Edition). – Norton & Company Inc, 2012. – 845 p. 

5.10. Planned learning activities and methods of education. Combination 
of traditional and nontraditional methods of education with the use of 
innovative technologies: 
lectures (review / thematic / problematic ). 
seminars (training / presentations / discussions / a communicating method / 
case-studies / work in groups / etc.). 
5.11. Methods of assessment: 
– formative assessment (oral tests / written tests; presentations / projects/ 

economic problems / situational tasks, etc.); 
– summative assessment (written exam). 
5.12. Learning and teaching language. English. 
 
5.1. Title. International Management. 
5.2. Type. Compulsory. 
5.3. Academic year. 2016–2017. 
5.4. Semester. II. 
5.5. Lecturer, academic degree, position. Tronko V.V., Candidate of 
Sciences (Economics), Associate Professor. 
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5.6. Learning outcomes. 
The ability to analyze and adapt to changes in the economic environment 
in international markets while configuring business processes, the formation 
of competences on negotiating taking into account cultural specifics of 
international business partners. 
5.7. Compulsory disciplines studied before. «Macroeconomics», «International 
Economic Relations», «International Relations». 
5.8. Course outline. Subject and objectives of the discipline «International 
management». Content and characteristics of international management. 
Strategic planning in international corporations. Decision-making in 
international corporations. Organizational development of international 
corporations. Management of human resources in international corporations. 
TOP-management and communications in international corporations. 
Technological policy in international corporations. Ethics and social 
responsibility of international corporations 
5.9. Recommended sources and other educational resources / means. 
1. Международный менеджмент / под ред. С.Э. Пивоварова, 
Л.С. Тарасевича. – СПб. : Питер, 2008. – 720 с. 

2. Пивоваров С.Э. Международный менеджмент : учеб. пособие / 
С.Э. Пивоваров, А.И. Майзель, И.С. Пивоваров и др. – СПб. : 
Питер, 2012. – 253 с. 

3. Luthans F., Doh J.P. International management: culture, strategy, and 
behavior, eighth edition, 2012. – 8th ed. – 646 p. 

4. Schmid S. The debate on standardization and adaptation in international 
marketing and management research – what do we know, what should 
we know? [текст]. – Berlin : ESCP Europe, 2009. – 67 p. 

5.10. Planned learning activities and methods of education. Combination 
of traditional and nontraditional methods of education with the use of 
innovative technologies: 
lectures (review lectures / thematic lectures / problematic lectures / 
consulting lectures / conference lectures / binary lectures / dual lectures / 
lectures with prearranged errors). 
seminars (training / presentations / discussions / a communicating method / 
imitations / simulations / moderations / situations / brainstorming / case-
studies / work in groups / etc.). 
5.11. Methods of assessment: 
– formative assessment (oral tests / written tests / checking compendiums / 

presentations / projects / exercises / economic problems / situational 
tasks, etc.); 

– summative assessment (written exam)  
5.12. Learning and teaching language. English. 
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5.1. Title. Change Management. 
5.2. Type. Optional. 
5.3. Academic year. 2016–2017. 
5.4. Semester. II. 
5.5. Lecturer, academic degree, position. A.Y. Prisuazhnuyk, Candidate 
of Sciences (Economics), Associate Professorю 
5.6. Learning outcomes. 
Forming future professional competencies for effective management of 
organizational change in dynamic conditions of organizations’ functioning, 
the use of efficient technologies and practices of change management 
in organizations. 
5.7. Compulsory disciplines studied before. «Management and Administration» 
«Management», «Management of Personal», «Innovation Management», 
«Financial Management», «Corporate Management». 
5.8. Course outline. Nature and sources of change in the organization. 
Types and levels of change in the organization. Comparative characteristics 
of varieties of organizational change. The concept of organizational 
excellence. Models of change management in the organization. Change 
management process in the organization. Model selection strategies for 
organizational change. Methods of managing change in the organization. 
Tools management of organizational change. Forms of organizational 
change. Content of the reform, modernization and transformation. The 
essence and peculiarities of business process reengineering.Behavior 
management personnel in implementing changes in the organization. 
Management and leadership in change management. Creation and operation 
teams and workgroups in managing organizational change. Methods for 
overcoming resistance to organizational personnel changes. Organizational 
development system changes. Models of organizational development and 
their classification. 
5.9. Recommended sources and other educational resources / means. 
1. Сєріков А.В. Управління організаційними змінами : навч. посіб. / 
А.В. Сєріков. – Київ : Бурун Книга, 2013. – 263 с.  

2. Кузьмін О.Є. Управління змінами : навч. посіб. / О.Є. Кузьмін, 
В.В. Яцура, І.І. Грибик та ін. – Львів : Видавництво Львівської 
політехніки, 2014. – 356 с. 

3. The Heart of Change: Real-Life Stories of How People Change Their 
Organizations, by John P. Kotter and Dan S. Cohen, 2012. 

4. Organizational Culture Change: Unleashing your Organization’s Potential 
in Circles of 10, by Marcella Bremer and Marcel Lamers, 2015. 
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5.10. Planned learning activities and methods of education. Combination 
of traditional and nontraditional methods of education with the use of 
innovative technologies: 
lectures (review lectures / thematic lectures / problematic lectures / 
consulting lectures / conference lectures / binary lectures / dual lectures / 
lectures with prearranged errors). 
seminars (training / presentations / discussions / a communicating method / 
imitations / simulations / moderations / situations / brainstorming / case-
studies / work in groups / etc.). 
5.11. Methods of assessment: 
– formative assessment (oral tests / written tests / checking compendiums / 

presentations / projects / exercises / economic problems / situational tasks, 
etc.); 

– summative assessment (credit) 
5.12. Learning and teaching language. English. 
 
5.1. Title. Project Management. 
5.2. Type. Optional. 
5.3. Academic year. 2016–2017. 
5.4. Semester. ІI. 
5.5. Lecturer, academic degree, position. A.Y. Prisuazhnuyk, Candidate 
of Sciences (Economics), Associate Professor 
5.6. Learning outcomes. Formation practical skills with application of 
specific methods and tools in project management, as well as the 
acquisition of professional skills of projects planning, organization and 
control, for increasing efficiency organization activity and creating 
preconditions for its development. 
5.7. Compulsory disciplines studied before. «Management», «Marketing», 
«Economics and Finance of enterprises», «Strategic Management», «Financial 
Management». 
5.8. Course outline. Overview of Project Management in the Organizations. 
Project Background and Evaluation of Its Effectiveness. Project Planning. 
Time Planning of the Project. Planning of Resource Support of the Project. 
The Project Control. Project Risk Management. Project Quality Management. 
Managing Project Team. 
5.9. Recommended sources and other educational resources / means. 
1. Митяй О.В. Проектний аналіз : навч. посіб. / О.В. Митяй. – Київ : 
Знання, 2011. – 301 с. 

2. Haugan, G. (2012), The New Triple Constraints for Sustainable Projects, 
Programs, and Portfolios, CRC press, Boca Raton, FL USA.  

3. Haugan, G. (2013), Sustainable Program Management, CRC press, Boca 
Raton, FL USA.  
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4. Ma, U. (2011), No Waste; Managing Sustainability in Construction, 
Gower Publishing.  

5. Morgese, P. (2014), Handbook for Sustainable Projects; Global 
sustainability and project management, Create Space Independent 
Publishing Platform  

5.10. Planned learning activities and methods of education. Combination 
of traditional and nontraditional methods of education with the use of 
innovative technologies: 
lectures (review lectures / thematic lectures / problematic lectures / 
consulting lectures / conference lectures / binary lectures / dual lectures / 
lectures with prearranged errors). 
seminars (training / presentations / discussions / a communicating method / 
imitations / simulations / moderations / situations / brainstorming / case-
studies / work in groups / etc.). 
5.11. Methods of assessment: 
– formative assessment (oral tests / written tests / checking compendiums / 

presentations / projects / exercises / economic problems / situational tasks, 
etc.); 

– summative assessment (credit). 
5.12. Learning and teaching language. English. 
 
5.1. Title. International Security. 
5.2. Type. Optional. 
5.3. Academic year. 2016–2017. 
5.4. Semester. II. 
5.5. Lecturer, academic degree, position. Iksarova N.O., Candidate of 
Sciences (Economics), Associate Professor, Golovachova O.S., Candidate 
of Sciences (Economics), Senior Lecturer 
5.6. Learning outcomes. 
The formation of modern economic thinking and system of knowledge 
about the nature of notion «security», the evolution and transformation 
of security in the context of international relations development, as well as 
factors affecting this transformation. 
5.7. Compulsory disciplines studied before. «Macroeconomics», «International 
Economic Relations». 
5.8. Course outline. The essence and evolution of international security. 
The current paradigm of international security and its components. Legal 
principles ensuring international security. Institutional framework of 
international security. Economic security and its role in the world economy 
and international economic relations. International food security and ways 
of its ensuring. Ukraine in the system of regional and international security. 
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5.9. Recommended sources and other educational resources / means. 
1. Глобалізація і безпека розвитку : монографія / О.Г. Білорус, 
Д.Г. Лук’яненко та ін. ; керівник авт. колективу і наук. ред. 
О.Г. Білорус. – Київ : КНЕУ, 2012. – 789 с.  

2. Kaldor M. The Handbook of Global Security Policy / M. Kaldor, 
I. Rangelov – Wiley Blackwell, 2014. – 525 pp 

3. Sheila R. Economic Security: Neglected Dimension of National Security / 
R. Sheila – Agency Publisher: Defense Dept., National Defense 
University, Institute for National Strategic Studies, 2011. – 128 pp.  

4. Reinert. E.How Rich Countries Got Rich and Why Poor Countries Stay 
Poor / E.S. Reinert – New York: Public Affairs, 2008. – 365 pp. 

5. Yergin D.The Quest: Energy, Security, and the Remaking of the Modern 
World / D.Yergin – London, Allen Lane, 2011. – 816 pp. 

5.10. Planned learning activities and methods of education. Combination 
of traditional and nontraditional methods of education with the use of 
innovative technologies: 
lectures (review lectures / thematic lectures / problematic lectures / 
consulting lectures / conference lectures / binary lectures / dual lectures / 
lectures with prearranged errors). 
seminars (training / presentations / discussions / a communicating method / 
imitations / simulations / moderations / situations / brainstorming / case-
studies / work in groups / etc.). 
5.11. Methods of assessment: 
– formative assessment (oral tests / written tests / checking compendiums / 

presentations / projects / exercises / economic problems / situational 
tasks, etc.); 

– summative assessment (credit). 
5.12. Learning and teaching language. English. 
 
5.1. Title. Corporate Crisis Management. 
5.2. Type. Optional. 
5.3. Academic year. 2016–2017. 
5.4. Semester. ІI. 
5.5. Lecturer, academic degree, position. Matusova O.M., Candidate 
of Sciences (Economics), Associate Professor 
5.6. Learning outcomes.  
The formation of modern economic thinking and special knowledge in 
corporate crisis management, practical skills in diagnosis of bankruptcy 
risks, estimation of possibilities of solvency renewal, preparation and 
implementation of financial sanitation program. 
5.7. Compulsory disciplines studied before. «Corporate Finance», 
«Economy of Trading Enterprise». 
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5.8. Course outline. 
The essence and methods of researching crisis phenomena in enterprise 
activity. The system of corporate crisis management. Initial regulations of 
diagnosis of an enterprise growing crisis. Diagnosis of an enterprise crisis 
state and a bankruptcy risk. Diagnosis of the consequences of a bankruptcy 
situation emergence. Diagnosis of an enterprise survival potential. The 
essence and fundamentals of an enterprise counter-crisis program creation. 
Reasoning of an enterprise’s counter-crisis measures. Control over an 
enterprise counter-crisis program implementation. 
5.9. Recommended sources and other educational resources / means. 
1. ЛігоненкоЛ.О. Антикризове управління підприємством : підручник / 
Л.О. Лігоненко. – Київ : Київ. нац. торг.-екон. ун-т, 2005. – 824 с. 

2. Bernstein J.L. Manager’s Guide to Crisis Management / J.J. Bernstein, 
B. Bonafede. – McGrawHill. – NY, 2012. – 172 p. 

3. Devlin E.S. Crisis Management: Planning and Execution / E.S. Devlin. – 
Auerbach Publicatons. – NY, 2006. – 504 p. 

4. Hearit K.M. Crisis management by apology: Corporate response to 
allegations of wrongdoing / K.M. Hearit. – Kalamazoo: Lawrence 
Erlbaum Associates, 2005. – 250 p. 

5. Lerbinger O. The Crisis Manager: Facing Disasters, Conflicts, and 
Failures / Otto Lerbinger. – New York: Routledge, 2012. – 365 p. 

5.10. Planned learning activities and methods of education. Combination 
of traditional and nontraditional methods of education with the use of 
innovative technologies: 
lectures (review lectures / thematic lectures / problematic lectures / 
consulting lectures / conference lectures / binary lectures / dual lectures / 
lectures with prearranged errors). 
Seminars (training / presentations / discussions / a communicating method 
/ imitations / simulations / moderations / situations / brainstorming / case-
studies / work in groups / etc.). 
5.11. Methods of assessment: 
– formative assessment (oral tests / written tests; checking compendiums / 

presentations / projects / exercises / economic problems / situational 
tasks, etc.); 

– summative assessment (credit). 
5.12. Learning and teaching language. English. 
 
5.1. Title. Methodology and Organization of Scientific Research. 
5.2. Type. Optional. 
5.3. Academic year. 2016–2017. 
5.4. Semester. ІI 
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5.5. Lecturer, academic degree, position. K.I. Ladychenko, Candidate of 
Sciences (Economics), Associate Professor. 
5.6. Learning outcomes. 
The formation of students’ systematic knowledge about methodological 
principles of research and development, development of skills and 
application of different but efficient methods and ways in the research 
process, formation of practical skills and abilities of problem solving in 
setting, organization, planning and accomplishment of scientific studies, 
mastering the methodology of scientific studies realization in economics 
and implantation of their results in practical activity. 
5.7. Compulsory disciplines studied before. «Foundations of scientific 
studies», «Economic theory», «Macroeconomics», «Theory of Economic 
Analysis», «Economics of Enterprises», «Statistics», «Economic Mathematic 
Modeling», «Economic Theory of Information». 
5.8. Course outline. Science and scientific activity. Basic notions and 
categories of methodology of scientific research. Methodology and the 
process of scientific research. Information base of scientific 
research.Organization of scientific research.Organization of research and 
development on the level of master’s thesis. Organization of scientific 
research on the level of candidate and doctorate. 
5.9. Recommended sources and other educational resources / means. 
1. Економічні дослідження (методологія, інструментарій, організація, 
апробація) : навч. посіб. для студ. вищ. навч. закл. / за заг. ред. 
А.А. Мазаракі. – 2-ге вид., допов. – Київ : Київ. нац. торг.-екон. ун-т, 
2011. – 296 с. 

2. Юринець В.Є. Методологія наукових досліджень : навч. посіб. / 
В.Є. Юринець. – Львів : ЛНУ ім. Івана Франка, 2011. – 178 с. 

3. Modern scientific research and their practical application, edited by 
Alexandr G. Shibaev, Alexandra D. Markova.Vol.J11305 (Kupriyenko 
SV, Odessa, 2013) – URL: http://www.sworld.com.ua/e-journal/J11305. 
pdf (date:...) – Article CID  

4. RESEARCH METHODOLOGY a step-by-step guide for beginners. – 
Ranjit Kumar Second edition published 2005. Reprinted 2007, 2008 
(twice), 2009 (twice) – 366 p. 

5. Scientific methods: homepage of prof. Frank L.Y.Wolfs. Department of 
Physics and Astronomy, University of Rochester, NY14627, USA. – 
Режим доступу : http//teacher.pas.rochester.edu/phylabs/appendixe.html 

5.10. Planned learning activities and methods of education. Combination 
of traditional and nontraditional methods of education with the use of 
innovative technologies:  
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– lectures (review lectures / thematic lectures / problematic lectures / 
consulting lectures / conference lectures / binary lectures / dual lectures / 
lectures with prearranged errors). 

– seminars (training / presentations / discussions / communicating method / 
brainstorming / case-studies / work in groups / etc.). 

5.11. Methods of assessment: 
– formative assessment (oral tests / written tests; checking compendiums / 

presentations / projects / exercises / situational tasks, etc.); 
– summative assessment (credit). 
5.12. Learning and teaching language. English. 
 
5.1. Title. Methodic of Teaching at Universities. 
5.2. Type. Optional. 
5.3. Academic year. 2016–2017. 
5.4. Semester. IІ. 
5.5. Lecturer, academic degree, position. K.I. Ladychenko, Candidate 
of Sciences (Economics), Associate Professor. 
5.6. Learning outcomes. 
Gaining by students modern knowledge of theoretical principles of pedago-
gical theory and pedagogical mastery, mastering the principles of teaching 
methodology of professional subjects in universities by the students, 
working out methodical materials, formation of skills and abilities as to the 
organization and conducting of all forms of educational lessons and their 
control.  
5.7. Compulsory disciplines studied before. «Psychology». 
5.8. Course outline. 
Organizational pedagogical principles of the system of higher education in 
Ukraine. Ethical psychological and pedagogical aspects of teaching 
of professional subjects in universities. Scientific methodical teaching 
supply of professional subjects in universities. Preparation and methodology 
of conducting classroom and other forms of education in universities. 
Application of traditional and innovative educational technologies. 
Methodology of organization of individual students’ work. Control and 
evaluation of knowledge quality in the structure of teaching. 
5.9. Recommended sources and other educational resources / means. 
1. Вітвицька С.С. Основи педагогіки вищої школи : навч. посіб. для 
студ. вищ. навч. закл. / С.С. Вітвицька. – Київ : Центр навч. л-ри, 
2003. – 318 с. 

2. Дроздова І.П. Методика викладання, педагогіка та психологія 
вищої освіти : навч. посіб. / І.П. Дроздова. – Х. : ХНАМГ, 2008. 
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3. Методика викладання у вищій школі : навч. посіб. / О.В. Малихін, 
І.Г. Павленко, О.О. Лаврентьєва, Г.І. Матукова. – Кривий Ріг : 
КДПУ, 2010. – 398 с.  

4. Подоляк Л.Г. Психологія вищої школи : навч. посіб. для магістр. 
і асп. / Л.Г. Подоляк, В.І. Юрченко. – Київ : ТОВ «філ.-студія», 
2006. – 320 с. 

5. Туркот Т.І. Педагогіка вищої школи : навч. посіб. для студ. вищ. 
навч. закл. / Т.І. Туркот. – Київ : Кондор, 2011. – 628 с. 

5.10. Planned learning activities and methods of education. Combination 
of traditional and nontraditional methods of education with the use of 
innovative technologies: 
lectures (review lectures / thematic lectures). 
seminars (training / presentations / discussions / a communicating method / 
imitations). 
5.11. Methods of assessment: 
– formative assessment (oral tests / written tests / presentations); 
– summative assessment (credit). 
5.12. Learning and teaching language. English. 
 
5.1. Title. Trade Negotiations and Commercial Diplomacy. 
5.2. Type. Optional. 
5.3. Academic year. 2016–2017. 
5.4. Semester. ІI. 
5.5. Lecturer, academic degree, position. Karavaichenko N.Y., Candidate 
of Sciences (Economics), Associate Professor. 
5.6. Learning outcomes. 
Understanding the nature and function of commercial diplomacy in 
international relations. Knowledge of the institutional framework of 
international trade negotiations. Knowledge of the stages and objectives 
of negotiations within the World Trade Organization. Understanding the 
process of forming trade policy as a basic element of commercial 
diplomacy. Knowledge of commercial diplomacy tools in the formation 
of regional integration associations. 
5.7. Compulsory disciplines studied before. «International Economics», 
«International Organizations». 
5.8. Course outline.  
The essence and function of commercial diplomacy in international 
relations. Institutional framework of international trade negotiations. Trade 
negotiations within the World Trade Organization, milestones and goals. 
The formation of trade policy as a basic element of commercial diplomacy. 
The role of trade negotiations in the formation of the General System 
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of Preferences. Trade talks in liberalizing international trade in services 
and intellectual property protection. The mechanism of dispute settlement 
as insrument commercial diplomacy. Commercial diplomacy tools in the 
formation of regional integration associations 
5.9. Recommended sources and other educational resources / means. 
1. Вергун В.А. Економічна дипломатія : навч. посіб. / В.А. Вергун ; 
Київ. нац. ун-т ім. Т. Шевченка. – Київ : Київський університет, 
2010. – 303 с. 

2. Фліссак К.А. Економічна дипломатія : навч. посіб. для студ. ВНЗ / 
К.А. Фліссак. – Тернопіль : Новий колір, 2013. – 439 с. 

3. Торговельна політика та комерційна дипломатія : навч. посіб. для 
студ. ВНЗ. / Чернів. нац. ун-т ім. Юрія Федьковича ; уклад. 
Т.В. Марченко. – Чернівці : Рута, 2015. – 63 с. 

5.10. Planned learning activities and methods of education. Combination 
of traditional and nontraditional methods of education with the use of 
innovative technologies:  
– lectures (review lectures / thematic lectures / problematic lectures / 

consulting lectures / conference lectures / binary lectures / dual lectures / 
lectures with prearranged errors). 

– seminars (training / presentations / discussions / communicating method / 
brainstorming / case-studies / work in groups / etc.). 

5.11. Methods of assessment: 
– formative assessment (oral tests / written tests; checking compendiums / 

presentations / projects / exercises / situational tasks, etc.); 
– summative assessment (credit). 
5.12. Learning and teaching language. English. 
 
5.1. Title. Risk Management in Foreign Economic Activity. 
5.2. Type. Compulsory. 
5.3. Academic year. 2017–2018. 
5.4. Semester. III. 
5.5. Last name, first name and patronymic of the lecturer, academic 
degree, position. Zhurakhovska L.V., Candidate of Sciences (Economics), 
Associate Professor, Gordiienko T.M., Candidate of Sciences (Economics), 
Associate Professor. 
5.6. Learning outcomes. 
Gaining by students systematic knowledge of economic meaning of risks 
in foreign economic activity, factors affecting them, mastering with 
methods of risk analysis, risk estimation, and risk minimizing or limiting in 
managerial decisions. 
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5.7. Compulsory disciplines studied before. «Management», «Foreign 
Economic Activity Foundations», «Finance», «Finance of an Enterprise», 
«Marketing», «Economy of an Enterprise», «International Economy».  
5.8. Course outline. 
Risks in foreign economic activity, its peculiarities and classification. 
Process of risk management in foreign economic activity. Methods of risk 
management in foreign economic activity. Tools of risk minimization in 
foreign economic activity. Political Risk Management in foreign economic 
activity. Price risk management in foreign trade operations. Currency risk 
management at the foreign economic activity. Transport risks management 
at the foreign economic activity 
5.9. Recommended sources and other educational resources / means. 
1. Вітлінський В.В. Ризикологія в зовнішньоекономічній діяльності : 
монографія / В.В. Вітлінський. – Київ : Центр навч. л-ри, 2008. – 
432 с. 

2. Тюріна Н.М. Зовнішньоекономічна діяльність підприємства : навч. 
посіб. / Н.М. Тюріна, Н.С. Каравацька. – Київ : Центр навч. літ., 
2013. – 408 с.  

3. Hopkin Paul. Fundamentals of risk management: understanding, evaluating, 
and implementing effective risk management. – 2010. – 385 p.  

4. Padmavathi Koutha. Objectives and Outcomes in Risk Management. 
Education: A Directed Project Report. – 2010. – 73 p.  

5.10. Methods of education. Combination of traditional and nontraditional 
methods of education with the use of innovative technologies: 
lectures (review lectures / thematic lectures / problematic lectures / 
consulting lectures / conference lectures). 
Seminars (training / presentations / discussions / a communicating method / 
imitations / simulations / moderations / situations / brainstorming / case-
studies / work in groups / etc.). 
5.11. Methods of assessment: 
– formative assessment (oral tests / written tests; checking compendiums / 

presentations / projects / exercises / economic problems / situational 
tasks, etc.); 

– summative assessment (written exam). 
5.12. Learning and teaching language. English. 
 
5.1. Title. International business. 
5.2. Type. Compulsory. 
5.3. Academic year. 2017–2018. 
5.4. Semester. IIІ. 
5.5. Lecturer, academic degree, position. Duginets G.V., Candidate 
of Sciences (International economic), Associate Professor. 
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5.6. Learning outcomes. 
A system of theoretical and practical knowledge in the assessment of 
strategic prospects of companies’ development in the international business 
environment.  
5.7. Compulsory disciplines studied before. «International economics», 
«International management», «International strategies of economic development». 
5.8. Course outline. 
Object, contents and the aim of the subject «International business». 
Theories and philosophy of international business. International business 
environment. Transnational companies and their role in international 
business. Small and medium-scale entrepreneurship in international business 
area. Strategies for companies’ entering international markets. Human 
capital management, the ethics and social responsibility in international 
business. National models of international business. 
5.9. Recommended sources and other educational resources / means. 
1. Вергун В.А. Міжнародне корпоративне управління : навч. посіб. / 
В.А. Вергун, О.І. Ступницький, В.В. Якубовський. – Київ : Київський 
університет, 2012. – 360 с. 

2.  International Business: Competing in the Global Market place 
Hardcover, Charles W. L. Hill – February 10, 2014. 

3.  International Business: Opportunities and Challenges in a Flattening 
World, By: Mason Carpenter and Sanjyot P. Dunung. August 2011. P. 436. 

4. International business : strategy, management, and the new realities / 
S. Tamer Cavusgil, Gary Knight, John R. Reisenberger. Pearson. 
Prentice Hall. 2008. P. 416. 

5. International Business with Global Resource CD, PowerWeb and World 
Map, Charles W. L. Hill, McGraw-Hill/Irwin; 4th edition, April 15, 
2002. 

5.10. Planned learning activities and methods of education. Combination 
of traditional and nontraditional methods of education with the use of 
innovative technologies: 
– lectures (review lectures / thematic lectures / problematic lectures / 

consulting lectures / conference lectures / binary lectures / dual lectures / 
lectures with prearranged errors). 

– seminars (training / presentations / discussions / a communicating method / 
imitations / simulations / moderations / situations / brainstorming / case-
studies / work in groups / etc.). 

5.11. Methods of assessment: 
– formative assessment (oral tests / written tests; checking compendiums / 

presentations / projects / exercises / economic problems / situational tasks, 
etc.); 

– summative assessment (written exam). 
5.12. Learning and teaching language. English. 
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5.1. Title. Statistical methods of Forecasting. 
5.2. Type. Optional. 
5.3. Academic year. 2017–2018. 
5.4. Semester. III. 
5.5. Lecturer, academic degree, position. Chornyy А.Y., Candidate 
of Sciences (Economics), Associate Professor. 
5.6. Learning outcomes. 
The course familiarizes students with theknowledge and practical skills 
of modern applied statistical methods of forecasting by building relevant 
statistical models, model fitting and checking their adequacy, forecasting 
of real economic and finance processes. 
5.7. Compulsory disciplines studied before. «Statistics», «Statistics 
of markets and services», «Econometrics». 
5.8. Course outline. 
Theessenceandmethodsofmodeling and forecasting. Fundamental Concepts 
of regressions and time series analysis. Trend models for Nonstationary 
Time Series. Models and Forecasting of stationary Time Series processes 
(ARIMA). Time Series Regression Models. Multivariate Time Series 
Forecasting. Forecastingfinancial time series with volatility models. 
5.9. Recommended sources and other educational resources / means. 
1. Лук’яненко І.Г. Сучасні економетричні методи в фінансах / 
І.Г. Лук’яненко, Ю.О. Городніченко. – Київ : Літера, 2005. – 348 с. 

2. Shumway R.H., Stoffer D.S. Time Series Analysis and Its Applications: 
With R Examples (Springer Texts in Statistics) 3rd ed. Edition. – 2011. – 
Режим доступу : http://www.stat.pitt.edu/stoffer/tsa3/tsa3EZ.pdf 

3. A First Course on Time Series Analysis. Examples with SAS by Chair 
of Statistics, University of Wurzburg. Version 2011.March.01 

4. Hyndman R.J. Forecasting: principles and practice : https://www.otexts.org/ 
fpp – online textbook on forecasting. 

5. Introduction to Time Series Analysis NIST/SEMATECH e-Handbook 
of Statistical Methods. – Режим доступу : http://www.itl.nist.gov/ 
div898/handbook/pmc/section4/pmc4.htm 

6. http://cran.r-project.org/doc/manuals/R-intro.pdf – Notes on R: A 
Programming Environment for Data Analysis and Graphics Version 
5.12.0 (2015-04-16). 

5.10. Planned learning activities and methods of education. Combination 
of traditional and nontraditional methodsof education with the use 
ofinnovative technologies: 
lectures (review lectures / thematic lectures / problematic lectures / ). 
seminars / laboratory works (training / simulations / case-studies / work in 
groups / etc.). 
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5.11 Methods of assessment: 
– formative assessment (writtentests / projects / exercises /); 
– summative assessment (written exam). 
5.12. Learning and teaching language. English. 
 
5.1. Title. Customs statistics. 
5.2. Type. Optional. 
5.3. Academic year. 2017–2018. 
5.4. Semester. III. 
5.5. Lecturer, academic degree, position. Chornyy А.Y., Candidate 
of Sciences (Economics), Associate Professor. 
5.6. Learning outcomes.  
Formation of skills in statistical observations and evaluation of processes 
and phenomena taking place in the customs offices, the ability to make 
conclusions and suggestions. 
5.7. Compulsory disciplines studied before. «Advanced Mathematics», 
«Statistics», «Econometrics». 
5.8. Course outline. 
The content and objectives of customs statistics. History of foreign trade 
statistics. Classification and Coding – the basis of customs statistics. The 
methodology of customs statistics. The system of indicators in customs 
statistics, their content and characteristics. Quantification and valuation 
of goods at customs. Methodological aspects of statistics and analysis 
of foreign trade turnover. Commercial terms of delivery of goods in customs 
statistics and their classification. The cost structure for the supply of goods 
and method of calculating the price of the goods. The organization of 
statistical reporting of State Customs Service of Ukraine.. 
5.9. Recommended sources and other educational resources / means. 
1. Вишневецька Л.І. Митна статистика : навч. посіб. для студ. вищ. 
навч. закл. / Л.І. Вишневецька. – Київ : Професіонал, 2008. – 352 с.  

2. Митний кодекс України : Відомості Верховної Ради України (ВВР), 
2012, № 44–45, № 46–47, № 48, ст. 552 із змінами від 01.01.2015. 

5.10. Planned learning activities and methods of education. Combination 
of traditional and nontraditional methods of education with the use of 
innovative technologies: 
– lectures (review lectures / thematic lectures / problematic lectures /). 
– seminars / laboratory works (training / simulations / case-studies / work 

in groups / etc.). 
5.11. Methods of assessment: 
– formative assessment (written tests / projects / exercises /); 
– summative assessment (written exam). 
5.12. Learning and teaching language. English. 
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